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Ability to count number of occurrences of events within a specified time interval is
very useful in specification of resource bounded real time computation. In this paper,
we study an extension of Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) with two different counting
modalities called C and UT (until with threshold), which enhance the expressive power
of MTL in orthogonal fashion. We confine ourselves only to the future fragment of MTL
interpreted in a pointwise manner over finite timed words. We provide a comprehensive
study of the expressive power of logic CTMTL and its fragments using the technique
of EF games extended with suitable counting moves. Finally, as our main result, we es-
tablish the decidability of CTMTL by giving an equisatisfiable reduction from CTMTL
to MTL. The reduction provides one more example of the use of temporal projections
with oversampling introduced earlier for proving decidability. Our reduction also im-
plies that MITL extended with C and UT modalities is elementarily decidable.
1 Introduction
Temporal logics provide constructs to specify qualitative ordering between events in
time. But real time logics have the ability to specify quantitative timing constraints
between events. Metric Temporal Logic MTL is amongst the best studied of real time
logics. Its principle modality a UIb states that an event b should occur in future within
a time distance lying within interval I . Moreover, a should hold continuously till then.
In many situations, especially those dealing with resource bounded computation, the
ability to count the number of occurrences of events becomes important. In this paper,
we consider an extension of MTL with two counting modalities C and UT (until thresh-
old) which provide differing abilities to specify constraints on counts on events in time
intervals. The resulting logic is called CTMTL. Modality C≥nI φ states that the number
of times formula φ holds in time interval I (measured relative to current time point) is
at least n. This is a mild generalization of C≥n(0,1) φ modality studied by Rabinovich [1]
in context of continuous time MTL. The UT modality φ UI,#κ≥n ψ is like MTL until
but it additionally states that the number of time formula κ holds between now and time
point whereψ holds is at least n. Thus it extends U to simultaneously specify constraint
on time and count of subformula. Constraining U by count of subformula was already
explored for untimed LTL by Laroussini et al [5]. But the combination of timing and
counting seems new. The following example illustrates the use of these modalities.
An Example. We specify some constraints to be monitored by exercise bicycle electron-
ics.
– Two minutes after the start of exercise, the heartbeat (number of pulses in next 60
seconds) should be between 90 and 120. This can be stated as
(st⇒ (C≥90[120,180]pulse ∧ C
<120
[120,180]pulse))
– Here is one exerise routine: After start of exercise, slow peddling should be done
for 1 kilometre (marked by odometer giving 1000 pulses) and this should be achieved
in interval 1 to 2 minutes. After this fast peddling should be done for 3 minutes.
This can be specified as(st⇒ slowpeddleU[60,120],#odo=1000 ([0,180]fastpeddle))
The expressiveness and decidability properties of real time logics differ considerable
based on nature of time. There has been considerable study of counting MTL in contin-
uous time [11],[2]. In this paper, we consider the case of pointwise time, i.e. CTMTL
interpreted over finite timed words in a pointwise manner. We provide a comprehensive
picture of expressiveness and decidability of CTMTL and its fragments in pointwise
time and we find that this differs considerably when compared with continuous time.
As our first main result, we show that the C and the UT modalities both increase the
expressive power of MTL but they are mutually incomparable. EF games are a classical
technique used to study expressive power of logic. [9] have adapted EF games to MTL
and shown a number of expressiveness results. In this paper, we extend MTL EF games
with counting moves corresponding to the C and UT modalities. We use the resulting
EF theorem to characterise expressive powers of several fragments of CTMTL.
One attraction of pointwise MTL over finite timed words is that its satisfiability is
decidable [7] whereas continuous time MTL has undecidable satisfiability. As our sec-
ond main result, we show that MTL extended with C and UT modalities also has decid-
able satisfiability. In order to prove this result, we give an equisatisfiable reduction from
CTMTL to MTL. The reduction makes use of the notion of temporal projections mod-
ulo oversampling introduced earlier [3] where timed words satisfying original CTMTL
formula have to be oversampled with additional time points to satisfy corresponding
MTL formula. This result marks one more use of the technique of temporal projections.
We note that our reduction can also be applied to MITL (with both U and S) extended
with C and UT and it it gives an equisatisfiable formula in MITL which is exponential
in the size of original formula. Thus, we establish that CTMITL[ U, S] has elementary
satisfiability.
2 A Zoo of Timed Temporal Logics
In this section, we present the syntax and semantics of the various timed temporal logics
we study in this paper. Let Σ be a finite set of propositions. A finite timed word over
Σ is a tuple ρ = (σ, τ). σ and τ are sequences σ1σ2 . . . σn and t1t2 . . . tn respectively,
with σi ∈ 2Σ − ∅, and ti ∈ R≥0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and ∀i ∈ dom(ρ), ti ≤ ti+1, where
dom(ρ) is the set of positions {1, 2, . . . , n} in the timed word. An example of a timed
word over Σ = {a, b} is ρ = ({a, b}, 0.3)({b}, 0.7)({a}, 1.1). ρ is strictly monotonic
iff ti < ti+1 for all i, i + 1 ∈ dom(ρ). Otherwise, it is weakly monotonic. The set of
finite timed words over Σ is denoted TΣ∗.
The logic MTL extends linear temporal logic (LTL) by adding timing constraints
to the “until” modality of LTL. We parametrize this logic by a permitted set of time
intervals denoted by Iν. The intervals in Iν can be open, half-open or closed, with end
points in N∪{0,∞}. Such an interval is denoted 〈a, b〉. For example, [3, 7), [5,∞). Let
t+ 〈a, b〉 = 〈t+ a, t+ b〉.
Metric Temporal Logic
Given Σ, the formulae of MTL are built from Σ using boolean connectives and time
constrained version of the modalityU as follows:ϕ ::= a(∈ Σ) |true |ϕ∧ϕ | ¬ϕ |ϕUIϕ
where I ∈ Iν. For a timed word ρ = (σ, τ) ∈ TΣ∗, a position i ∈ dom(ρ), and an
MTL formula ϕ, the satisfaction of ϕ at a position i of ρ is denoted (ρ, i) |= ϕ, and is
defined as follows:
ρ, i |= a↔ a ∈ σi and ρ, i |= ¬ϕ↔ ρ, i 2 ϕ
ρ, i |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ↔ ρ, i |= ϕ1 and ρ, i |= ϕ2
ρ, i |= ϕ1 UIϕ2 ↔ ∃j > i, ρ, j |= ϕ2, tj − ti ∈ I , and ρ, k |= ϕ1 ∀ i < k < j
ρ satisfies ϕ denoted ρ |= ϕ iff ρ, 1 |= ϕ. Let L(ϕ) = {ρ | ρ, 1 |= ϕ} denote the
language of a MTL formula ϕ. Two formulae ϕ and φ are said to be equivalent denoted
as ϕ ≡ φ iff L(ϕ) = L(φ). Additional temporal connectives are defined in the standard
way: we have the constrained future eventuality operator ♦Ia ≡ true UIa and its dual
Ia ≡ ¬♦I¬a. We also define the next operator as OIφ ≡ ⊥ UIφ. Weak versions of
operators are defined as ♦wI a = a∨♦Ia,wI a ≡ a∧Ia, aUwI b ≡ b∨ [a∧ (aUIb)] if
0 ∈ I , and [a ∧ (a UIb)] if 0 /∈ I .
Theorem 1. Satisfiability checking of MTL is decidable over finite timed words and is
non-primitive recursive. [7].
Metric Temporal Logic with Counting (CTMTL)
We denote by CTMTL the logic obtained by extending MTL with the ability to count,
by endowing two counting modalities C as well as UT.
Syntax of CTMTL: ϕ ::= a(∈ Σ) |true |ϕ ∧ ϕ | ¬ϕ | ϕ | C≥nI ϕ | ϕ UI,ηϕ, where
I ∈ Iν, n ∈ N ∪ {0} and η is a threshold formula of the form #ϕ ≥ n or #ϕ < n.
The counting modality C≥nI ϕ is called the C modality, while ϕ UI,ηϕ is called the UT
modality. Let ρ = (σ, τ) ∈ TΣ∗, i, j ∈ dom(ρ). Define
Nρ[i, I](ϕ) = {k ∈ dom(ρ) | tk ∈ ti + I ∧ ρ, k |= ϕ}, and
ρ[i, j](ϕ) = {k ∈ dom(ρ) | i < k < j ∧ ρ, k |= ϕ}.
Denote by |Nρ[i, I](ϕ)| and |ρ[i, j](ϕ)| respectively, the cardinality of Nρ[i, I](ϕ) and
ρ[i, j](ϕ). |Nρ[i, I](ϕ)| is the number of points in ρ that lie in the interval ti + I , and
which satisfy ϕ, while |ρ[i, j](ϕ)| is the number of points lying between i and j which
satisfy ϕ. Define ρ, i |= C≥nI ϕ iff |Nρ[i, I](ϕ)| ≥ n. Likewise, ρ, i |= ϕ1 UI,#ϕ≥nϕ2
iff ∃j>i, ρ, j |= ϕ2, tj − ti ∈ I , and ρ, k |= ϕ1, ∀i < k < j and |ρ[i, j](ϕ)| ≥ n.
Remark: The classical until operator of MTL is captured in CTMTL since ϕ UIψ ≡
ϕ UI,#true≥0ψ. We can express C∼nI and #ϕ ∼ n for ∼∈ {≤, <,>,=} in CTMTL
since C<nI ϕ ≡ ¬C
≥n
I ϕ, C
>n
I ϕ ≡ C
≥n+1
I ϕ, C
≤n
I ϕ ≡ ¬C
≥n+1
I ϕ and #ϕ > n ≡ #ϕ ≥
n + 1, #ϕ ≤ n ≡ ¬(#ϕ > n + 1). Boolean combinations of threshold formulae
are also expressible in CTMTL as shown by Lemmas 8 and 11 in Appendix B. Thus,
a U(1,2),#d=3∧#C<2
(0,1)
≤5c is expressible in CTMTL. The nesting depth of a CTMTL
formula is the maximum nesting of C,UT operators. Formally,
– depth(ϕ1 UI,#ϕ3∼nϕ2) = max(depth(ϕ1), depth(ϕ2), depth(ϕ3) + 1),
– depth(C≥nI ϕ) = depth(ϕ) + 1, depth(ϕ ∧ ψ) = max(depth(ϕ), depth(ψ)),
– depth(¬ϕ) = depth(ϕ) and depth(a) = 0 for any a ∈ Σ.
For example, depth(aU[0,2],ηC≥1b) with η = #[a U(0,1),#[C=2
(0,1)
a∧♦(0,1),#d=2]≥1c] < 7
is 3. We obtain the following natural fragments of CTMTL as follows: We denote by
CMTL, the fragment of CTMTL obtained by using the C modality and the UI modality.
Further, C0MTL denotes the subclass of CMTL where the interval I in C∼nI ϕ is of
the form I = 〈0, b〉. When the interval is of the form I = 〈0, 1〉, then we denote the
class by C(0,1)MTL. Note that C(0,1)MTL is the class which allows counting in the
next one unit of time. This kind of counting (unit counting in future and past) was
introduced and studied in [1] in the continuous semantics. C(0,1)MTL is the pointwise
counterpart of this logic, with only future operators. Clearly, C(0,1)MTL ⊆ C0MTL ⊆
CMTL ⊆ CTMTL. Restricting CTMTL to the UT modality, we obtain the fragment
TMTL. Restricting the C modality to C(0,1) or C0 and also allowing the UT modality,
one gets the fragments C(0,1)TMTL and C0TMTL respectively. If we disallow the C
modality, restrict the intervals I appearing in the formulae to non-punctual intervals of
the form 〈a, b〉 (a 6= b), and restrict threshold formulae η to be of the form #true ≥ 0,
then we obtain MITL.
3 Expressiveness Hierarchy in the Counting Zoo
In this section, we study the expressiveness and hierarchy of the logics introduced in
section 2. The main results of this section are the following:
Theorem 2. MTL ⊂ C(0,1)MTL ⊂ C0MTL ⊂ TMTL = C0TMTL ⊂ CTMTL. More-
over, CMTL and TMTL are incomparable, and C0MTL ⊂ CMTL.
While Theorem 2 shows that there is an expressiveness gap between classical MTL and
CTMTL, we show later that both these logics are equisatisfiable. Given ϕ ∈ CTMTL,
we can construct a formula ψ ∈ MTL such that ϕ is satisfiable iff ψ is. Note that our
notion of equisatisfiability is a special one modulo temporal projections. If ϕ is over an
alphabet Σ, ψ is constructed over a suitable alphabet Σ′ ⊇ Σ such that L(ψ), when
projected over to Σ gives L(ϕ).
Theorem 3. Satisfiability Checking of CTMTL is decidable over finite timed words.
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. We establish
Theorem 2 through Lemmas 1 to 4. To prove the separation between two logics, we
define model-theoretic games.
3.1 Model-Theoretic Games
Our games are inspired from the standard model-theoretic games [13], [9]. The MTL
games introduced in [9] can be found in Appendix C. We introduce CTMTL games.
CTMTL Games Let (ρ1, ρ2) be a pair of timed words. We define a r-round k-counting
pebble Iν game on (ρ1, ρ2). The game is played on (ρ1, ρ2) by two players, the Spoiler
and theDuplicator. The Spoiler will try to show that ρ1 and ρ2 are {r, k}-distinguishable
by some formula in CTMTL3 while the Duplicator will try to show that ρ1, ρ2 are
{r, k}-indistinguishable in TMTL. Each player has r rounds and has access to a finite
set of ≤ k pebbles from a box of pebbles P in each round of the game. Let Iν be the
set of permissible intervals allowed in the game.
A configuration of the game at the start of a round p is a pair of points (ip, jp) where
ip ∈ dom(ρ1) and jp ∈ dom(ρ2). A configuration is called partially isomorphic, de-
noted isop(ip, jp) iff σip = σjp . Exactly one of the Spoiler or the Duplicator eventually
wins the game. The initial configuration is (i1, j1), the starting positions of both the
words, before the first round. A 0-round game is won by the Duplicator iff isop(i1, j1).
The r round game is played by first playing one round from the starting position. Ei-
ther the Spoiler wins the round, and the game is terminated or the Duplicator wins the
round, and now the second round is played from this new configuration and so on. The
Duplicator wins the game only if he wins all the rounds. The following are the rules of
the game in any round. Assume that the current configuration is (ip, jp).
– If isop(ip, jp) is not true, then Spoiler wins the game, and the game is terminated.
Otherwise, the game continues as follows:
– The Spoiler chooses one of the words by choosing ρx, x ∈ {1, 2}. Duplicator has
to play on the other word ρy , x 6= y. Then Spoiler plays either a UI,η round, by
choosing an interval I ∈ Iν , and a number c ≤ k of counting pebbles to be used,
or a C∼cI round by choosing an interval I ∈ Iν and a number c ≤ k of counting
pebbles to be used. The number c is obtained from η = #ϕ ≥ c or η = ¬(#ϕ ≥ c).
UI,η round: Given the current configuration as (ip, jp) with isop(ip, jp), then
• Spoiler chooses a position i′p ∈ dom(ρx) such that ip < i′p and (ti′p − tip) ∈ I .
• The Duplicator responds by choosing j′p ∈ dom(ρy) in the other word such
that jp < j′p and (tj′p − tjp) ∈ I . If the Duplicator cannot find such a position,
the Spoiler wins the round and the game. Otherwise, the game continues and
Spoiler chooses one of the following three options.
• ♦ Part: The round ends with the configuration (ip+1, jp+1) = (i′p, j′p).
• U Part: Spoiler chooses a position j′′p in ρy such that jp < j′′p < j′p. The
Duplicator responds by choosing a position i′′p in ρx such that ip < i′′p < i′p.
The round ends with the configuration (ip+1, jp+1) = (i′′p , j′′p ). If Duplicator
cannot choose an i′′p , the game ends with Spoiler’s win.
• Counting Part : First, Spoiler chooses one of the two words to play in the
counting part. In his chosen word, Spoiler keeps c ≤ k pebbles from P at c
distinct positions between the points jp and j′p (or ip and i′p depending on the
choice of the word). In response, the Duplicator also keeps c pebbles from P
at c distinct positions between the points ip and i′p (or jp and j′p) in his word.
Spoiler then chooses a pebbled position say i′′p (note that ip < i′′p < i′p) in
the Duplicator’s word. In response, Duplicator chooses a pebbled position j′′p
3 ρ1, ρ2 are {r, k}-distinguishable iff there exists a CTMTL formula ϕ having depth(ϕ) ≤ r
with max counting constant ≤ k in any threshold formula η or C modality in ϕ such that
ρ1 |= ϕ and ρ2 2 ϕ or vice-versa.
(note that jp < j′′p < j′p) in the Spoiler’s word, and the game continues from
the configuration (ip+1, jp+1) = (i′′p , j′′p ). At the end of the round, the pebbles
are returned to the box of pebbles P .
C∼cI round: Given the current configuration as (ip, jp) with isop(ip, jp), Spoiler
chooses an interval I ∈ Iν as well as a number c ≤ k. Spoiler then chooses one of
the words to play (say ρ1). From ip, Spoiler places c pebbles from P in the points
lying in the interval tip+I . In response, Duplicator also places c pebbles from P in
the points lying in tjp + I . Spoiler now picks a pebbled position j′p in the word ρ2,
while Duplicator picks a pebbled position i′p in the Spoiler’s word. The round ends
with the configuration (i′p, j′p). At the end of the round, the pebbles are returned to
the box of pebbles P .
Intuition on Pebbling: To give some intuition behind the pebbling, consider#ϕ ≥ c
or C
≥c
I ϕ. The idea behind Spoiler keeping c pebbles on his word in the chosen inter-
val I is to say that these are the c points where ϕ evaluates to true. Duplicator is ex-
pected to find c such points in his word. If Spoiler suspects that in the Duplicator’s
word, there are < c positions in I where ϕ holds good, he picks up the appropri-
ate pebble at the position where ϕ fails. However, any pebbled position in Spoiler’s
word will satisfy ϕ. In this case, Duplicator loses. Similarly, if we have ¬(#ϕ ≥ c),
or C<cI ϕ, then Spoiler chooses the word (say ρ1) on which ϕ evaluates to true ≥ c
times. Then Duplicator is on ρ2. The idea is for Spoiler to find if there exist c or
more positions in the interval I in ρ1 where ϕ holds good, and if so, pebble those
points. This is based on Spoiler’s suspicion that there are atleast c positions in I
where ϕ evaluates to true, violating the formula. In response, Duplicator does the
same on ρ2. Spoiler will now pick any one of the c pebbles from ρ2 and check
for ¬ϕ. This is again based on Spoiler’s belief that whichever c points Duplicator
pebbles in ρ2, ¬ϕ will evaluate to true in atleast one of them. If ϕ holds at all the c
points in ρ1, then Duplicator will lose on picking any pebble from ρ1.
– We can restrict various moves according to the modalities provided by the logic.
For example, in a TMTL[♦I ] game, the possible rounds are ♦I and ♦I,η . A CMITL
game has only UI ,C≥nI rounds, with Iν containing only non-punctual intervals.
Game equivalence: (ρ1, i1) ≈r,k,Iν (ρ2, j1) iff for every r-round, k-counting peb-
ble CTMTL game over the words ρ1, ρ2 starting from the configuration (i1, j1), the
Duplicator always has a winning strategy.
Formula equivalence: (ρ1, i1) ≡CTMTLr,k,Iν (ρ2, j1) iff for every CTMTL formula ϕ of
depth≤ r having max counting constant≤ k in the C,UT modalities, ρ1, i1 |= ϕ ⇐⇒
ρ2, j1 |= ϕ. The proof of Theorem 4 can be found in Appendix D.
Theorem 4. (ρ1, i1) ≈r,k,Iν (ρ2, j1) iff (ρ1, i1) ≡CTMTLr,k,Iν (ρ2, j1)
We now use these games to show the separation between various logics. For brevity,
from here on, we omit Iν from the notations≡CTMTLr,k,Iν , ≡
CMTL
r,k,Iν
, ≡TMTLr,k,Iν and ≡
MTL
r,Iν
.
Lemma 1. CMTL− TMTL 6= ∅
Proof. Consider the formula ϕ = C≥2(1,2)a ∈ CMTL. We show that for any choice of
n rounds and k pebbles, we can find two words ρ1, ρ2 such that ρ1 |= ϕ, ρ2 2 ϕ,
but ρ1 ≡TMTLn,k ρ2. Both ρ1, ρ2 are over Σ = {a}. Let 0 < δ < ǫ < 11010nk and
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Fig. 1. Words showing CMTL− TMTL 6= ∅
0 < κ < ǫ−δ2nk . Let l be the maximum constant in N appearing in the permissible
intervals Iν . Consider the word ρ1 with nl(k+1) = K unit intervals, with the following
time stamps as depicted pictorially (Figure 1) and in the table.
Points in ρ1 ρ2
(0,1) x1 = 0.5, z1 = 0.6, y1 = 0.8 x′1 = 0.5, z′1 = 0.6, y′1 = 0.8
and 2nk points between z1, y1 and 2nk points between z′1, y′1
that are κ apart from each other that are κ apart from each other
(1,2) x2 = 1.8 − ǫ, z2 = 1.8 + ǫ x′2 = 1.8− ǫ
(2,3) e = 2.4 + nǫ, y2 = 2.7 + nǫ z′2 = 2.4 + nǫ, y′2 = 2.7 + nǫ
and 2nk points between e and y2 and 2nk points between z′2 and y′2
that are κ apart from each other that are κ apart from each other
(i, i+ 1) xi = i+ 0.4 + (n− i)ǫ x
′
i = i+ 0.4 + (n− i)ǫ
3 ≤ i ≤ K − 1 zi = i+ 0.8 + (n+ i)ǫ+ δ z
′
i = i+ 0.8 + (n+ i)ǫ+ δ
yi = i+ 0.8 + (n+ i+ 1)ǫ and 2nkpoints y′i = i+ 0.8 + (n+ i+ 1)ǫ and 2nkpoints
between zi, yi that are κ apart from each other between zi, yi that are κ apart from each other
Thus, ρ1 and ρ2 differ only in the interval (1,2) : ρ1 has two points in (1,2), while ρ2
has only one. Thus, ρ1 |= ϕ, ρ2 2 ϕ.
Let seg(ip) ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,K} denote the left endpoint of the left closed, right open unit
interval containing the point ip ∈ dom(ρ1) or dom(ρ2). Our segments are [0,1), [1,2),
. . . , [K,K + 1). For instance, if the configuration at the start of the pth round is
(ip, jp) with time stamps (1.2, 3), then seg(ip) = 1, seg(jp) = 3. The following
lemma says that in any round of the game, Duplicator can either achieve the same
segment in both the words, or ensure that the difference in the segments is atmost 1.
Moreover, by the choice of the words, there are sufficiently many segments on the
right of any configuration so that Duplicator can always duplicate Spoiler’s moves for
the remaining rounds, preserving the lag of one segment.
Copy-cat strategy Consider the pth round of the game with configuration (ip, jp). If
Duplicator can ensure that seg(ip+1)−seg(ip)=seg(jp+1)−seg(jp), then we say that
Duplicator has adopted a copy-cat strategy in the pth round. We prove the following
proposition to argue Duplicator’s win.
Proposition 1. For an n round TMTL game over the words ρ1, ρ2, the Duplicator
always has a winning strategy such that for any 1 ≤ p ≤ n, if (ip, jp) is the initial
configuration of the pth round, then |seg(ip)− seg(jp)| ≤ 1. Moreover, when
|seg(ip)− seg(jp)| = 1, then there are atleast (n− p)(l + 1) segments to the right on
each word after p rounds, for all 1 ≤ p ≤ n.
Proof. The initial configuration has time stamps (0,0). We will play a (n, k)-TMTL
game on ρ1, ρ2. Assume that the Spoiler chooses ρ1 while the Duplicator chooses ρ2.
Since the interval [1,2] is the only one different in both the words, it is interesting to
look at the moves where the Spoiler chooses a point in interval (1,2). We consider the
two situations possible for Spoiler to land up in a point in interval (1,2): he can enter
interval (1,2) from some point in interval (0,1), or directly choose to enter interval (1,2)
from the initial configuration with time stamps (0,0).
Situation 1: Consider the case when from the starting configuration (i1, j1) with time
stamps (0,0), Spoiler chooses a U(1,2)#a∼c move in ρ1 and lands up at the point x2 or
z2. In response, Duplicator has to come at the point x′2 in ρ′2. If (i′1, j′1) has time
stamps (x2, x′2) and if Spoiler chooses to pebble between 0 and x2, then Duplicator
pebbles between 0 and x′2; however, an identical configuration is obtained. Note that if
Spoiler pebbles ρ2, then Duplicator has it easy, since he will pebble the same positions
in ρ1. Let us hence consider obtaining the configuration (i′1, j′1) with time stamps
(z2, x
′
2), and let Spoiler pebble ρ1. Spoiler can keep a maximum of k pebbles in the
points x1, . . . , y1, x2, while Duplicator keeps the same number of pebbles on the
points x′1, . . . , y′1. In this case, Spoiler has to a pick a pebbled position from among
x′1, . . . , y
′
1. In response, Duplicator will pick the same position from Spoiler’s word
and achieve an identical configuration. An interesting special case is when Spoiler
keeps a single pebble at x2 in ρ1. In this case, Duplicator’s best choice is to keep his
pebble at x′1, so that the next configuration (i2, j2) is one with time stamps (x2, x′1).
x′1 and x2 are topologically similar in the sense that the distribution of points in
subsequent segments have some nice properties as given below.
Topological Similarity of Words: Consider the 2nk + 3 points xj < zj < p1j < · · · <
p2nkj < yj in ρ1, and x′j−1 < z′j−1 < q1j−1 < . . . < q2nkj−1 < y′j−1 in ρ2, for
j ∈ {2, 3, 4, . . . ,K}. Define a function f that maps points in ρ1 to topologically
similar points in ρ2.
f : {xj , zj, p1j , . . . , p
2nk
1 , yj} → {x
′
j−1, z
′
j−1, q
1
j−1, . . . , q
2nk
j−1, y
′
j−1} by
f(xj) = x
′
j−1, f(zj) = z
′
j−1, f(yj) = y
′
j−1, f(p
i
j) = q
i
j−1. Let g = f−1.
(a) The current configuration has timestamps (x2, x′1) = (x2, f(x2)). For j ≥ 2, if
Spoiler chooses to move to any p ∈ {zj, yj, xj+2} from x2, then Duplicator can
move to f(p) from f(x2) since, for any time interval I , it can be seen that
p− x2 ∈ I iff f(p)− f(x1) ∈ I . Moreover, if Spoiler chooses to move to x3 from
x2, then Duplicator can move to z′2 from f(x2) since,
x3 − x2, z′2 − f(x2) ∈ (0, 1).
(b) We can extend (a) above as follows: Let the current configuration have timestamps
(p, f(p)) or (x3, z
′
2). Then it can be seen that for any q ∈ {xj , yj , zj} and interval
I , q − p ∈ I iff f(q)− f(p) ∈ I , and q − x3 ∈ I iff f(q)− z′2 ∈ I .
The facts claimed in (a) and (b) are evident from the construction of the timed words.
They show that from a configuration (ip, jp), such that seg(ip)− seg(jp) ≤ 1,
Duplicator can always achieve an intermediate configuration (i′p, j′p) in any UI,#a∼c
such that seg(i′p)− seg(j′p) ≤ 1. If Spoiler does not go for the until round or the
counting round, then (ip+1, jp+1) = (i′p, j′p). If Spoiler pebbles the points between ip
and i′p (or jp and j′p), then Duplicator can always ensure that he pebbles points f(P )
in ρ2 whenever Spoiler pebbles a set of points P in ρ1. As a result, if Spoiler chooses a
point q = f(i) ∈ f(P ) in ρ2, then Duplicator can choose the point g(q) = i ∈ P
achieving the configuration (ip+1, jp+1) = (g(q), q) = (i, f(i)). By definition of f, g,
we have ip+1 − jp+1 ≤ 1. Note that Duplicator can also achieve an identical
configuration if Spoiler moves ahead by several segments from ip (thus, i′p >> ip),
and pebbles a set of points that are also present between jp and j′p.
Situation 2: Starting from (i1, j1) with time stamps (0,0), if the Spoiler chooses a
U(0,1),#a∼c move and lands up at some point between x1 and y1, Duplicator will play
copy-cat and achieve an identical configuration. Consider the case when Spoiler lands
up at y14. In response, Duplicator moves to y′1. From configuration (i2, j2) with time
stamps (y1, y′1), consider the case when Spoiler initiates a U(1,2),#a∼c and moves to
z2 = 1.8 + ǫ < 2. In response, Duplicator moves to the point z′2 = 2.1 > 2. A pebble
is kept at the inbetween positions x2, x′2 respectively in ρ1, ρ2. When Spoiler picks the
pebble in Duplicator’s word, then we obtain the configuration (i3, j3) with time
stamps (x2, x′2). If Spoiler does not get into the counting part/until part, the
configuration obtained has time stamps (z2, z′2), with the lag of one segment
(seg(i3) = 1, seg(j3) = 2, seg(j3)-seg(i3)=1). We show in Appendix E that from
(i3, j3) with time stamps either (x2, x′2) or (z2, z′2), Duplicator can either achieve an
identical configuration, or achieve a configuration with a lag of one segment.
From situations (1), (2) in Proposition 1, we know that either Duplicator achieves an
identical configuration, in which case there is no segment lag, or there is a lag of
atmost one segment. The length of the words are lnk + nl = K . If Spoiler always
chooses bounded intervals (of length ≤ l), then Duplicator respects his segment lag of
1, and the maximum number of segments that can be explored in either word is atmost
nl < K . In this case, after p rounds, there are atleast K − pl ≥ nlk + nl − pl ≥
(n− p)(l + 1) segments to the right of ρ1 and K − pl+ 1 segments to the right of ρ2.
If Spoiler chooses an unbounded interval in any round, then Duplicator can either
enforce an identical configuration in both situations 1 and 2, or obtain one of the
configurations with time stamps (p, f(p)), f(p) 6= x′2, or (z2, x′2) or (x2, x′2), from
where it is known that Duplicator wins.
Lemma 2. MTL ⊂ C(0,1)MTL ⊂ C0MTL
Proof. We show that the formula ϕ = C=2(0,1)a ∈ C(0,1)MTL cannot be expressed in
MTL. Likewise, the formula ϕ = C≥2(0,2)a ∈ C
0MTL cannot be expressed in C(0,1)MTL.
A detailed proof of these are given by Propositions 2 and 3 in Appendix F.
Lemma 3. (i) C0MTL ⊂ TMTL = C0TMTL = C(0,1)TMTL and
(ii) C0MTL ⊂ CMTL.
Proof. (i) The first containment as well as the last two equalities follows from the fact
that the counting modalityC≥n〈0,j〉ϕ ofC
0MTL can be written inTMTL as♦〈0,j〉,#ϕ≥ntrue.
4 The argument when Spoiler lands up at x1 or a point in between x1, y1 is exactly the same
The strict containment of C0MTL then follows from Lemma 4. (ii) We know that
C0MTL ⊆ CMTL. This along with (i) and Lemma 1 gives the strict containment.
Lemma 4. TMTL− CMTL 6= ∅
Proof. Consider the formula ϕ = ♦(0,1),#a≥3b ∈ TMTL. We show that for any choice
of n rounds and k pebbles, we can find two words ρ1, ρ2 such that ρ2 |= ϕ, ρ1 2 ϕ, but
ρ1 ≡CMTLn,k ρ2. The words can be seen in Figure 2 and the details in Appendix G.
0 1 2 3 K − 1 K
0 1 2 3 K − 1 K
Fig. 2. The red square represents a, the bunch of blue lines represents a bunch of b’s. There are 3
a’s in each unit interval of both ρ1 and ρ2. The difference is that ρ1 has 3 blocks of b’s in each unit
interval, while ρ2 has 4 blocks of b’s in each unit interval except the last. Clearly, ρ2 |= ϕ, ρ1 2 ϕ.
4 Satisfiability Checking of Counting Logics
In this section, we show that CTMTL has a decidable satisfiability checking. For this,
given a formula in CTMTL we synthesize an equisatisfiable formula in MTL, and use
the decidability of MTL. We start discussing some preliminaries. LetΣ,X be finite sets
of propositions such that Σ ∩X = ∅.
1. (Σ,X)-simple extensions. A (Σ,X)-simple extension is a timed word ρ′ = (σ′, τ ′)
over X ∪Σ such that at any point i ∈ dom(ρ′), σ′i ∩Σ 6= ∅. For Σ = {a, b}, X =
{c, d}, ({a}, 0.2)({b, c, d}, 0.3)({b, d}, 1.1) is a (Σ,X)-simple extension. How-
ever, ({a}, 0.2)({c, d}, 0.3)({b, d}, 1.1) is not.
2. Simple Projections. Consider a (Σ,X)-simple extension ρ. We define the simple
projection of ρ with respect to X , denoted ρ \X as the word obtained by erasing
the symbols of X from each σi. Note that dom(ρ) = dom(ρ \X). For example, if
Σ = {a, c}, X = {b}, and ρ = ({a, b, c}, 0.2)({b, c}, 1)({c}, 1.3), then ρ \X =
({a, c}, 0.2)({c}, 1)({c}, 1.3). ρ\X is thus, a timed word overΣ. If the underlying
word ρ is not a (Σ,X)-simple extension, then ρ \X is undefined.
3. (Σ,X)-oversampled behaviours. A (Σ,X)-oversampled behaviour is a timed word
ρ′ = (σ′, τ ′) over X ∪ Σ, such that σ′1 ∩ Σ 6= ∅ and σ′|dom(ρ′)| ∩ Σ 6= ∅.
Oversampled behaviours are more general than simple extensions since they al-
low occurrences of new points in between the first and the last position. These
new points are called oversampled points. All other points are called action points.
For Σ = {a, b}, X = {c, d}, ({a}, 0.2)({c, d}, 0.3)({a, b}, 0.7)({b, d}, 1.1) is a
(Σ,X)-oversampled behaviour, while ({a}, 0.2)({c, d}, 0.3)({c}, 1.1) is not.
4. Oversampled Projections. Given a (Σ,X)-oversampled behaviour ρ′ = (σ′, τ ′),
the oversampled projection of ρ′ with respect to Σ, denoted ρ′ ↓ X is defined as
the timed word obtained by deleting the oversampled points, and then erasing the
symbols of X from the action points. ρ=ρ′ ↓ X is a timed word over Σ.
A temporal projection is either a simple projection or an oversampled projection. We
now define equisatisfiability modulo temporal projections. Given MTL formulae ψ and
φ, we say that φ is equisatisfiable to ψ modulo temporal projections iff there exist dis-
joint sets X,Σ such that (1) φ is over Σ, and ψ over Σ ∪ X , (2) For any timed word
ρ over Σ such that ρ |= φ, there exists a timed word ρ′ such that ρ′ |= ψ, and ρ is
a temporal projection of ρ′ with respect to X , (3) For any behaviour ρ′ over Σ ∪ X ,
if ρ′ |= ψ then the temporal projection ρ of ρ′ with respect to X is well defined and
ρ |= φ.
If the temporal projection used above is a simple projection, we call it equisatisfiability
modulo simple projections and denote it by φ = ∃X.ψ. If the projection in the above
definition is an oversampled projection, then it is called equisatisfiability modulo over-
sampled projections and is denoted φ ≡ ∃ ↓ X.ψ. Equisatisfiability modulo simple
projections are studied extensively [12], [10], [4]. It can be seen that if ϕ1 = ∃X1.ψ1
and ϕ2 = ∃X2.ψ2, with X1, X2 disjoint, then ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 = ∃(X1 ∪X2).(ψ1 ∧ ψ2) [6].
As in the case of simple projections, equisatisfiability modulo oversampled projections
are also closed under conjunctions when one considers the relativized formulae. For
example, consider a formula ϕ = (0,1)a over Σ = {a, d}. Let ψ1 = (0,1)(a ∨ b) ∧
♦(0,1)(b ∧ ¬a) be a formula over the extended alphabet {a, b, d} and ψ2 = (c ↔
(0,1)a) ∧ c over the extended alphabet {a, c, d}. Note that ϕ = ∃ ↓ {b}.ψ1 and
ϕ = ∃ ↓ {c}.ψ2 but ϕ ∧ ϕ 6= ∃ ↓ {b, c}.(ψ1 ∧ ψ2) as the left hand side evalu-
ates to ϕ which is satisfiable while the right hand side is unsatisfiable. This is due to
the presence of a non-action point where only b holds. But this can easily be fixed
by relativizing all the formulae over their respective action points. ψ1 is relativized
as λ1 = (0,1)(act1 → (a ∨ b)) ∧ ♦(0,1)(act1 ∧ b ∧ ¬a) and ψ2 is relativized as
λ2 = (act2 → (c ↔ (0,1)(act2 → a))) ∧ act2 ∧ c where act1 = b ∨ d ∨ a and
act2 = a∨c∨d. Now,ϕ∧ϕ = ∃ ↓ {b, c}.(λ1∧λ2). The relativized forms of ψ1, ψ2 are
called their Oversampled Normal Forms with respect toΣ and denotedONFΣ(ψ1) and
ONFΣ(ψ2). Then it can be seen that ϕ1∧ϕ2 = ∃ ↓ {b, d}.[ONFΣ(ψ1)∧ONFΣ(ψ2)],
and ϕ1 = ∃ ↓ {b}.ONFΣ(ψ1), ϕ2 = ∃ ↓ {d}.ONFΣ(ψ2). The formal definition of
ONFΣ(ϕ) for a formula ϕ over Σ ∪ X can be found in Appendix H. Equisatisfiabil-
ity modulo oversampled projections were first studied in [3] to eliminate non-punctual
past from MTL over timed words. We use equisatifiability modulo simple projections
to eliminate the C modality and oversampled projections to eliminate the UT modality
from CTMTL.
Elimination of Counting Modalities from CTMTL
In this section, we show how to eliminate the counting constraints from CTMTL over
strictly monotonic timed words. This can be extended to weakly monotonic timed
words.
Given any CTMTL formula ϕ over Σ, we “flatten” the C,UT modalities of ϕ and
obtain a flattened formula. As an example, consider the formula ϕ = a U[0,3](c ∧
C=1(2,3)dU(0,1),#(d∧C=1(0,1)e)≥1C
≥2
(0,1)e]). Replacing the counting modalities with fresh wit-
ness propositions w1, w2, we obtain ϕflat = [a U[0,3](c ∧ w1)] ∧ T where T =
T1∧T2∧T3∧T4, with T1 = w[w1 ↔ C=1(2,3)w2], T2 = 
w[w2 ↔ dU(0,1),#w4≥1w3]],
T3 = 
w[w4 ↔ (d ∧ C=1(0,1)e)], and T4 = w[w3 ↔ C
≥2
(0,1)e]. Each temporal projec-
tion Ti obtained after flattening contains either a C modality or a UT modality. In the
following, we now show how to obtain equisatisfiable MTL formulae corresponding to
each temporal projection. The proof of Lemma 5 is in Appendix I.
Lemma 5. The formula C≥n〈l,∞)b has an equivalent formula in MTL.
We now outline the steps followed to obtain an equisatisfiable formula in MTL, assum-
ing C≥n〈l,∞)b modalities have been eliminated using Lemma 5.
1. Flattening : Flatten χ obtaining χflat over Σ ∪W , where W is the set of witness
propositions used, Σ ∩W = ∅.
2. Eliminate Counting : Consider, one by one, each temporal definition Ti of χflat.
Let Σi = Σ ∪W ∪ Xi, where Xi is a set of fresh propositions, Xi ∩Xj = ∅ for
i 6= j.
– If Ti is a temporal projection containing a C modality of the form C∼n〈l,u〉, or
a UT modality of the form x UI,#b≤ny, then Lemma 6 synthesizes a formula
ζi ∈ MTL over Σi such that Ti ≡ ∃Xi.ζi.
– If Ti is a temporal projection containing a UT modality of the form xUI,#b≥ny,
Lemma 7 gives ζi ∈ MTL over Σi such that ONFΣ(Ti) ≡ ∃ ↓ Xi.ζi.
3. Putting it all together : The formula ζ =
∧k
i=1 ζi ∈ MTL is such that∧k
i=1ONFΣ(Ti) ≡ ∃ ↓ X.
∧k
i=1 ζi where X =
⋃k
i=1Xi.
Lemma 6. 1. Consider a temporal definitionT = w[a↔ C≥n[l,u)b], built fromΣ∪W .
Then we synthesize a formula ζ ∈ MTL over Σ ∪W ∪X such that T ≡ ∃X.ζ.
2. Consider a temporal definition T = w[a↔ xUI,#b≤ny], built from Σ∪W . Then
we synthesize a formula ζ ∈ MTL over Σ ∪W ∪X such that T ≡ ∃X.ζ.
Proof. 1. Lets consider intervals of the form [l, u). Our proof extends to all intervals
〈l, u〉. Consider T = w[a↔ C≥n[l,u)b]. Let ⊕ denote addition modulo n+ 1.
(a) Construction of a (Σ ∪ W,X)- simple extension. We introduce a fresh set
of propositions X = {b0, b1, . . . , bn} and construct a simple extension ρ′ =
(σ′, τ ′) from ρ = (σ, τ) as follows:
– C1: σ′1 = σ1 ∪ {b0}. If bk ∈ σ′i and if b ∈ σi+1, σ′i+1 = σi+1 ∪ {bk⊕1}.
– C2: If bk ∈ σ′i and b /∈ σi+1, then σ′i+1 = σi+1 ∪ {bk}.
– C3: σ′i has exactly one symbol from X for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |dom(ρ)|.
(b) Formula specifying the above behaviour. The variables in X help in counting
the number of b’s in ρ. C1 and C2 are written in MTL as follows:
– δ1 =
n∧
k=0
w[(Ob ∧ bk)→ Obk⊕1] and δ2 =
n∧
k=0
w[(O¬b ∧ bk)→ Obk]
(c) Marking the witness ‘a’ correctly at points satisfying C≥n[l,u)b. The index i of
bi at a chosen point gives the number of b’s seen so far since the previous
occurrence of b0. From a point i, if the interval [ti+ l, ti+u) has k elements of
X , then there must be k b’s in [ti+l, ti+u). To mark the witness a appropriately,
we need to check the number of times b occurs in [ti+l, ti+u] from the current
point i. A point i ∈ dom(ρ′) is marked with witness a iff all variables of X are
present in [ti+ l, ti+u), as explained in MTL by κ = w[a↔ (
n∧
k=1
♦[l,u)bk)].
ζ = δ1 ∧ δ2 ∧ κ in MTL is equisatisfiable to T modulo simple projections.
2. The proof is similar to the above, details are in Appendix J.
Lemma 7. Consider a temporal definition T = w[a ↔ x UI,#b≥ny], built from
Σ∪W . Then we synthesize a formulaψ ∈ MTL overΣ∪W∪X such thatONFΣ(T ) ≡
∃ ↓ X.ψ where ONFΣ(T ) is T relativized with respect to Σ.
Proof. If I is of the form 〈l,∞), then x U〈l,∞),#b≥ny ≡ x U〈l,∞)y ∧ x U#b≥ny. The
untimed threshold formula x U#b≥ny can be rewritten in LTL [5].
The next case is when the interval I is bounded of the form [l, u). Our reduction
below can be adapted to other kinds of bounded intervals. Let j be any point. Let farj
be the farthest point in the [l, u) future of j such that y is true at farj , and x contin-
uously holds at all the intermediate points between j and farj . To check the truth of
x UI,#b≥ny at j, we need to assert that the number of b’s from j to farj is ≥ n. We
first count the number of b’s from the first integer point in the [l, u) future of j (let this
point be α) to farj and add this to the number of b’s between j and α. In case farj lies
before α, then we simply count the number of b’s between j and farj . Since we may
not have all integer points at our disposal, we oversample the model by adding extra
points at all integer time stamps.
Let L = u− l. Define s⊞ t = min(s+ t, n), and s⊕ t = (s+ t) mod (u+ 1).
1) Construction of a (Σ ∪W,X)-oversampled behaviour. We introduce a fresh set of
propositionsX = C∪A∪B where C,B,A are defined below. Given any timed word ρ,
we then construct a (Σ ∪W,X)-oversampled behaviour ρ′ = (σ′, τ ′) from ρ = (σ, τ).
– O1: C = {c0, c1, . . . , cu}. A point i of ρ is marked cg iff ti mod u = g. In the
absence of such a point i (such that ti is an integer value k < t|dom(ρ)|), we add a
new point i to dom(ρ) with time stamp t′i and mark it with cg iff t′i mod u = g. Let
ρc = (σ
c, τc) denote the word obtained from ρ after this marking.
– O2: B = ∪ui=0B
i
, where Bi = {bi0, bi1, . . . bin}. All the points of ρc marked ci are
marked as bi0. Let p, q be two integer points such that p is marked ci, q is marked
ci⊕L, and no point between p, q is marked ci⊕L. p, q are L apart from each other.
Let p < r < q be such that big ∈ σcr for some g. If ci⊕L /∈ σcr+1 and b ∈ σcr+1,
then the point r + 1 is marked big⊞1. If ci⊕L, b /∈ σcr+1, then the point r + 1 is
marked big. Each Bi is a set of counters which are reset at ci and counts the number
of occurrences of b upto the threshold n between a ci and the next occurrence of
ci⊕L. Starting at a point marked ci with counter bi0, the counter increments upto
n on encountering a b, until the next ci⊕L. Further, we ensure that the counter Bi
does not appear anywhere from ci⊕L to the next ci. Let the resultant word be ρb.
– O3: A = {a0, a1, . . . , an}. Consider any point j in ρb with time stamp tj . Let
α be a point with time stamp ⌈tj + l⌉. Let maxj represent a point satisfying the
following conditions: (a) y is true at maxj and tmaxj ∈ [tj+ l, tj+u), (b) x is true
at all points between j and maxj , and (c) the number of occurrences of b from α
[l, l + 1)
maxj
α
ci
ci⊕L
x holds at all the points in this region
[l, u)
tj + l tj + u
✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿✿
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Fig. 3. Illustration of point j, maxj and the point α such that tα = ⌈tj + l⌉. α is marked with
some ci since it is an integer time point. The counting of b’s is reset at ci, starting with bi0, and
continues till ci⊕L. Since maxj is marked bih, j is marked ah. h is the count of b’s between α
and maxj . To satisfy (a ↔ xU[l,u),#b≥ny) at j, we check that the number of b’s between j
and α is ≥ n− h when b is not true at α, and is ≥ n− h− 1 when b is true at α.
to maxj is either ≥ n, or is the maximum amongst all points which satisfy (a) and
(b). The point j is marked ah iff h < n is the number of occurrences of b’s from
α to maxj . If the count of b’s from α to maxj is ≥ n, then j is marked an. Note
that whenever maxj exists, it will be at or after α. maxj need not always exist; we
could have a point β with time stamp tj ≤ tβ ≤ tα such that y is true at β, x holds
continuously between j and β, and the number of occurrences of b in between j
and β is ≥ n. Let ρ′ be the word obtained after all the markings.
2) Formula for specifying above behaviour. We give followingMTL formulae to specify
O2 and O3. δ2 =
u∧
i=0
(δ2i(1) ∧ δ2i(2) ∧ δ2i(3)) encodes O2 where
δ2i(1) = 
w(ci → bi0) ∧
n∧
k=0
w[(O(b ∧ ¬ci⊕L) ∧ bik)→ Ob
i
k⊞1],
δ2i(2) =
n∧
k=0
w[(O(¬b ∧ ¬ci⊕L) ∧ b
i
k)→ Ob
i
k] and
δ2i(3) =
u∧
i=0
w[ci⊕L → (¬ci ∧ ¬bi) Uci], where bi =
u∨
k=0
bik. O3 is encoded by
δ3 =
i=u∨
i=0
(w[ah ↔ (¬act∨x)U[l,u)(y∧b
i
h)∧¬{(¬act∨x)U[l,u)(y∧b
i
h+1)}]∧♦Ici)
where I = [l, l + 1). The truth of δ3 relies on the fact that if x U[l,u)(y ∧ b1h) and
x U[l,u)(y ∧ b
i
h+2) are both true at a point, then x U[l,u)(y ∧ bih+1) is also true at the
same point. Hence, if xU[l,u)(y ∧ bih) is true, and xU[l,u)(y ∧ bih+1) is not true at some
point, then h is the largest number such that xU[l,u)(y∧bih) is true. Let act =
∨
(Σ∪W ).
3) Marking the witness ‘a’ correctly at points satisfying xUI,#b≥ny. Let j be any point
in ρ′, such that maxj exists. We first count the number of b’s from j to the farthest
integer point α (recall that tα = ⌈tj + l⌉), followed by counting the number of b’s from
α to maxj . Note that the index h of ah marked at j gives the count (upto n) of b’s from
α to maxj . We check the count of b’s between j and α is ≥ n− h. Let I = [l, l+ 1).
λ1 =
h=n,i=u∨
h=0,i=0
[(ah ∧ ♦I(ci ∧ ¬b) ∧ [(¬act ∨ x) ∧ ¬ci] U#b≥n−hci)]
λ2 =
h=n,i=u∨
h=0,i=0
[(ah ∧ ♦I(ci ∧ b) ∧ [(¬act ∨ x) ∧ ¬ci] U#b≥n−h−1ci)]
If maxj does not exist, then we characterize the point β by the truth of the formula
λ3 = ((x ∨ ¬act) ∧ ¬c) U#b≥ny, where c =
∨
ck. The formula λ = w[a ↔
(λ1 ∨ λ2 ∨ λ3)] captures marking point j correctly with a. Thus we obtain the MTL
formula ζ = δ2 ∧ δ3 ∧ λ.
5 Discussion and Related Work
Within temporal and real time logics, the notion of counting has attracted considerable
interest. Laroussini et al extended untimed LTL with threshold counting constrained
until operator. They showed that the expressiveness of LTL is not increased by adding
threshold counting but the logic become exponentially more succinct. Hirshfeld and
Rabinovich introduced C(0,1) operator in continuous timed QTL and showed that it
added expressive power. They also showed that in continuous time, more general C〈l,u〉
operator can be expressed with just C(0,1). Building upon this, Hunter showed that MTL
with C(0,1) operator is expressively complete w.r.t. FO[+, 1]. Thus it can also express
UT operator which is straightforwardly modelled in FO[+, 1].
In this paper, we have explored the case of MTL with counting operators over timed
words interpreted in pointwise manner. We have shown that both CI and UT operators
add expressive power to MTL. Moreover, the two operators are independent in the sense
that neither can be expressed in terms of the other and MTL. (We use prefixes C and
T to denote a logic extended with C and UT operators respectively). It is easy to show
(see Appendix K) that CTMTL ⊂ TPTL1. All these expressiveness results straightfor-
wardly carry over to MTL over infinite timed words. Thus, pointwise semantics exhibits
considerable complexity in expressiveness of operators as compared to continuous time
semantics where all these logics are equally expressive. While this may arguably be
considered a shortcoming of the pointwise models of timed behaviours, the pointwise
models have superior decidability properties making them more amenable to algorith-
mic analysis. MTL already has undecidable satisfiability in continuous time whereas it
has decidable satisfiability over finite timed words in pointwise semantics.
In this paper, we have shown that MTL extended with C and UT operators also
has decidable satisfiability. The result is proved by giving an equisatisfiable reduction
from CTMTL to MTL using the technique of oversampling projections. This technique
was introduced earlier [3] and used to show that MTL[UI , Snp] with non-punctual past
operator is also decidable in pointwise semantics. Current paper marks one more use of
the technique of oversampling projections. A closer examination of our reduction from
CTMTL to MTL shows that it can be used in presence of any other operator. Also, it
does not introduce any punctual use of UI in reduced formula. The reduced formula
is exponentially larger than the original formula (assuming binary encoding of integer
constants). All this implies that CTMTL[ UI , Snp] is also decidable over finite timed
words. Moreover,CTMITL[UNS, SNS] can be equisatisfiably reduced to MITL[Unp, Snp]
and it is decidable with at most 2-EXPSPACE complexity. The exact complexity of
satisfiability checking of CTMITL is open although EXPSPACE lowerbound trivially
follows from MITL and counting LTL which are syntactic subsets.
In another line of work involving counting and projection, Raskin [12] extended
MITL and event clock logic with ability to count by extending these logics with automa-
ton operators and adding second order quantification. The expressiveness was shown to
be that of recursive event clock automaton. These logics were able to count over the
whole model rather than a particular timed interval. The resultant logic cannot specify
constraints like within a time unit (0, 1) the number of occurrence of a particular for-
mula is k but can also incorporate mod counting. Thus Raskin’s logics and the CTMTL
are expressively independent.
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Appendix
A Motivation
Example 1. Our first example is motivated from medical devices used in monitoring
foetal heart rate. In neo-natal care, the use of external and internal foetal heart rate mon-
itoring devices is well-known. The average foetal heart rate is between 110 and 160
beats per minute, and can vary 5 to 25 beats per minute. An abnormal foetal heart rate
(< 100 beats per minute or > 180 beats per minute) may indicate that the foetus is not
getting enough oxygen or that there are other problems. Current techniques rely predom-
inantly on the use of electronic foetal monitoring through the use of cardiotocography
(CTG). This technique records changes in the foetal heart rate (FHR) (via Doppler ul-
trasound or direct foetal ECG measurement with a foetal scalp electrode) and their tem-
poral relationship to myometrial activity and uterine contractions. In high risk cases,
the electronid foetal monitoring is combined with checking the mother’s blood oxygen
saturation levels. Normal blood oxygen levels are considered 95-100 percent. These
are specialised real-time properties that need to be formally specified in order to model
check important safety properties in medical devices. These properties are not only time
critical, but also need to measure the number of times an event occurs in a given inter-
val of time, to ensure safety. Let the proposition fhb denote a foetal heart beat, and let
the proposition sp− ok denote normal blood oxygen levels of the mother. The CMTL
formula [0,60]spo−ok ∧ C≥110[0,60](fhb) ∧ C
≤160
[0,60](fhb) specifies that in a duration of 60
seconds, the mother’s blood oxygen levels are normal, while the foetal heart beats in
the range of [110,160].
Example 2. Our second example is motivated from the problem of energy peak reduc-
tion in large organisations using HVAC systems. The problem of energy peak demand
reduction within a large organization by synchronizing switching decisions of various
“heating, ventilation, and air conditioning” (HVAC) systems is one of the most prac-
tically relevant ones. The relationship between energy demand peaks and extreme cli-
matic conditions has been studied in the literature; hence, reducing the energy peak
demand of HVAC systems can significantly reduce the power peak demand. Nghiem
et al. considered the model of an organization divided into various zones, where at any
given point of time, the HVAC system of a zone can be switched off or switched on
to ensure that the zone stays in a comfortable temperature range. Several scheduling
algorithms for the same have been proposed so far in the literature, with the restriction
that simultaneously a bounded number of HVAC systems are switched on at any point
in time. Also, the number of times a HVAC unit oscillates between the on and off mode
should be minimal, while respecting the comfortable temperature range in each zone.
Synthesizing the optimal number of HVAC units that have to remain switched on to
maintain the comfort level in any zone is an important research problem. We motivate
the use of our counting logics to specify the number of times an HVAC unit switches be-
tween the on and the off mode. Let hvaci1 be a proposition that evaluates to true when a
HVAC in zone i has just been switched on, and let hvaci1 be a proposition that evaluates
to true when a HVAC in zone i has just been switched off. Let I be the set of zones and
zoneihigh temp be a proposition which evaluates to true when a zone i is not in its comfort-
able temperature zone, and let zoneicz be a proposition which evaluates to true when a
zone i is in its comfortable temperature zone. Let ψx = hvaci1−x∧¬hvacix U hvacix and
let η =
∨
x∈{0,1}
ψx. TheTMTL formula
∧
i∈I
w(zoneihigh temp → ♦{[0,u],#η≤n}(zone
i
cz))
specifies that any zone which is not in the comfortable range should reach the comfort
zone in no more than u time units, and while reaching there the number of switches
from on to off or off to on of any HVAC in the zone is at most n times. One may
also want to control the average number of times the switching happens between on
and off. The CMTL formula w[C<c[0,1]
∨
i∈I
hvaci] where hvaci = hvaci1 ∨ hvac
i
1 spec-
ifies that from any event within [0, 1] the number of times any HVAC is switched on
or off is < c. These counting logics can be used to model check the HVAC scheduling
algorithms; it is also possible to rewrite these algorithms in the counting logics. Satisfi-
ability checking of these logics can then be used to find the optimal number k of HVAC
systems that are required to be on to ensure a comfort temperature range in any zone
for a given time interval. Assuming that the environment behaviour and the schedul-
ing algorithm is given in some declarative form, satisfiability checking of the formula
♦{[l,u],#switches<w}(
∧
i∈I
¬zoneihigh temp → Algok ∧ environment parameter) for vari-
ous values of k and finding the minimal such k tells the optimal number of HVAC units
that should remain switched on per zone.
B CTMTL with General Threshold Formulae
We now generalize the threshold modality used inCTMTL as follows: Forϕ ∈ CTMTL,
and ∼∈ {<,≤,≥, >}
η := #ϕ ∼ c | η ∧ η | η ∨ η |¬η
We show in this section that any formula in CTMTL that is written with a complex
threshold formula can be rewritten in terms of simple threshold formulae as introduced
in Section 2 while introducing CTMTL.
Lemma 8. Let ϕUI,ηψ ∈ CTMTL with η = η1 ∨ · · ·∨ ηn. Then ϕUI,ηψ is equivalent
to ϕ UI,η1ψ ∨ ϕ UI,η2ψ ∨ · · · ∨ ϕ UI,ηnψ.
Proof. Let ηi = #ϕi ∼ mi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Given a timed word ρ and a point i ∈
dom(ρ), ρ, i |= ϕ UI,ηψ iff there is a point j > i such that ρ, j |= ψ, and ϕ evaluates
to true at all the in between points i < k < j, and there is atleast one formula ϕi such
that the number of points between i and j where ϕi evaluates to true is ∼ mi. Hence
we obtain ρ, i |= ϕ UI,ηrψ, for some 1 ≤ r ≤ n. The converse is similar.
A threshold formula η is called atomic iff all the threshold formulae ηj occurring in
η cannot be written as the conjunction or disjunction of two threshold formulae. Thus,
the threshold formula η = #(a UJ,#b=5∧#c<3) ≥ 5 is not atomic, since it involves a
conjunction of two threshold formulae.
It can be easily seen that every threshold formula η is equivalent to some threshold
formula η1 in disjunctive normal form. The formula η1 in DNF is obtained by recur-
sively replacing all the threshold formulae occurring in η in DNF.
For instance, η = [#b = 5]∧ [#(aUIb) < 7]∨ [#(aU{J,#d<12∧#e<6}c) ≥ 2] can
be expressed as [#b = 5∧#(aUIb) < 7]∨[#[(aU{J,#d<12}c)∧(aU{J,#e<6}c)] ≥ 2].5
Without loss of generality, we assume henceforth that every UT modality ϕ UI,ηψ we
encounter in CTMTL formulae has η in DNF. The following two lemmas on monotonic-
ity of counting with respect to time are easy to follow.
Lemma 9. Let δ = #δ1 < n1 ∧ . . .#δm < nm be a threshold formula. Let ρ be a
timed word and let x < y be two points in dom(ρ). Assume that |ρ[x, y](δi)| < ni for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then for any y′ ∈ dom(ρ), with x < y′ < y, we have |ρ[x, y′](δi)| < ni
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Lemma 10. Let δ = #δ1 ≥ n1 ∧ . . .#δm ≥ nm be a threshold formula. Let ρ be a
timed word and let x < y be two points in dom(ρ). Assume that |ρ[x, y](δi)| ≥ ni for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then for any y′ ∈ dom(ρ), with y′ > y, we have |ρ[x, y′](δi)| ≥ ni for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Lemma 11. Let ϕ UI,ηψ ∈ CTMTL. Let η = α ∧ β, where α = #α1 ≥ n1 ∧
. . .#αm ≥ nm and β = #β1 < k1 ∧ . . .#βp < kp. Then ϕ UI,ηψ is equivalent to
ϕ U[0,∞),ηψ ∧
∧m
i=1 ϕ UI,#αi≥niψ ∧
∧p
i=1 ϕ UI,#βi<kiψ.
Proof. Let η = α ∧ β, where α is the conjunction of all the threshold formulae with
comparison operator ≥ occurring in η and β is the conjunction of all the threshold
formulae with comparison operator < occurring in η. Let α = #α1 ≥ n1 ∧ . . .#αm ≥
nm and β = #β1 < k1 ∧ . . .#βp < kp. Let ρ be a timed word and let i ∈ dom(ρ).
ρ, i |= ϕ UI,ηψ iff there is a point j > i with tj ∈ ti + I , and the number of points in
between i and j where αr evaluates to true is ≥ nr for 1 ≤ r ≤ m and the number of
points between i and j where βl evaluates to true is < kl for 1 ≤ l ≤ p.
It is easy to see that ϕ UI,ηψ → ϕ U[0,∞),ηψ ∧ ϕ UI,αψ ∧ ϕ UI,βψ.
Conversely, assume that ρ, i |= ϕ Uηψ ∧ ϕ UI,αψ ∧ ϕ UI,βψ.
1. Since ρ, i |= ϕ Uηψ, there is a point j1 > i such that ψ evaluates to true at j1,
ϕ evaluates to true at all points between i and j1, and |ρ[i, j1](αr)| ≥ nr for all
1 ≤ r ≤ m and |ρ[i, j1](βl)| < kl for all 1 ≤ l ≤ p.
2. Since ρ, i |= ϕ UI,αψ, there is a point j2 > i such that ψ evaluates to true at j2, ϕ
evaluates to true at all points between i and j2, tj2 − ti ∈ I , and |ρ[i, j2](αr)| ≥ nr
for all 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
3. Since ρ, i |= ϕ UI,βψ, there is a point j3 > i such that ψ evaluates to true at j3, ϕ
evaluates to true at all points between i and j3, tj3 − ti ∈ I , and |ρ[i, j3](βl)| < kl
for all 1 ≤ l ≤ p.
Assume j2 ≤ j3. We will check whether j2 > i is the point which satisfies all the
conditions required with respect to I, α and β. Since the number of points between i
and j3 where βl evaluates to true is< kl for all 1 ≤ l ≤ p, and j2 ≤ j3, by monotonicity
5 see the proof in the next paragraph, Lemma 11
of time (Lemma 9), the number of points between i and j2 where βl evaluates to true is
< kl for all 1 ≤ l ≤ p. Also, we know that the number of points between i and j2 where
αr evaluates to true is ≥ nr for all 1 ≤ r ≤ m. Then indeed we have ρ, i |= ϕ UI,ηψ.
Consider the case when j3 < j2. Assume that there is some βl such that |ρ[i, j2](βl)| ≥
kl. Since we know that j1 > i is a point such that |ρ[i, j1](βl)| < kl for all 1 ≤ l ≤ p,
it must be that j1 < j2. If there is some αh such that |ρ[i, j3](αh)| < nh, then again by
monotonicity of time (Lemma 10), we know that j1 ≥ j3. So we have j3 ≤ j1 < j2.
Hence, tj1 ∈ ti + I since tj3 − ti ∈ I and tj2 − ti ∈ I . Thus, we have a point j1 > i
such that tj1 − ti ∈ I , satisfying all the conditions. Hence, ρ, i |= ϕ UI,ηψ.
Now we show that ρ, i |= ϕUI,αψ iff ρ, i |=
∧m
i=1 ϕUI,#αi≥niψ. The equivalence
of ϕ UI,βψ and
∧p
i=1 ϕ UI,#βi<kiψ is similar.
Assume ρ, i |= ϕ UI,αψ. Then it is easy to see that ρ, i |=
∧m
i=1 ϕ UI,#αi≥niψ.
Conversely, assume that ρ, i |=
∧m
i=1 ϕUI,#αi≥niψ. Then there are points j1, . . . , jm >
i such that tji − ti ∈ I , ψ evaluates to true at ji, ϕ evaluates to true at all points
between i and ji, and |ρ[i, ji](αi)| ≥ ni for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Let jk be the point among
j1, . . . , jm that is farthest from i. Then clearly, by monotonicity of time (Lemma 10),
|ρ[i, jk](αi)| ≥ ni for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Hence, jk > i is the point which satisfies all the
conditions required of ϕ UI,αψ, and hence, ρ, i |= ϕ UI,αψ.
C Recalling MTL games from [9]
An r-round Iν MTL game is played between two players (Spoiler and Duplicator) on
a pair of timed words (ρ1, ρ2), where Iν is the set of intervals allowed in the game.
A configuration of the game is a pair of points ip, jp where ip ∈ dom(ρ1) and jp ∈
dom(ρ2). A configuration is called partially isomorphic, denoted isop(ip, jp) iff σip =
σjp . The starting configuration is (i1, j1). Either Spoiler or Duplicator eventually wins
the game. A 0-round game is won by the Duplicator iff isop(i1, j1). The r round game
is played by first playing one round from the starting position. Either the Spoiler wins
the round, and the game is terminated or the Duplicator wins the round, and now the
second round is played from this new configuration and so on. The Duplicator wins
the game only if he wins all the rounds. The following are the rules of the game in any
round. Assume that the configuration at the start of the pth round is (ip, jp).
– If isop(ip, jp) is not true, then Spoiler wins the game, and the game is terminated.
Otherwise, the game continues as follows:
– The Spoiler chooses one of the words by choosing ρx, x ∈ {1, 2}. Duplicator has
to play on the other word ρy , x 6= y. Then Spoiler chooses the UI move, along
with the interval I ∈ Iν (such that the end points of the intervals are non-negative
integers). Given the current configuration as (ip, jp), the rest of the UI round is
played as follows:
• Spoiler chooses a position i′p ∈ dom(ρx) such that ip < i′p and (ti′p − tip) ∈ I .
• The Duplicator responds to the UI move by choosing j′p ∈ dom(ρy) in the
other word such that jp < j′p and (tj′p − tjp) ∈ I . If the Duplicator cannot find
such a position, the Spoiler wins the round and the game. Otherwise, the game
continues and Spoiler chooses one of the following options.
• ♦ Part: The round ends with the configuration (i′p, j′p).
• U Part: Spoiler chooses a position j′′p in ρy such that jp < j′′p < j′p. The
Duplicator responds by choosing a position i′′p in ρx such that ip < i′′p < i′p.
The round ends with the configuration (i′′p , j′′p ). If the Duplicator cannot choose
an i′′p , the game ends and the Spoiler wins.
– Game equivalence: (ρ1, i1) ≈r,Iν (ρ2, j1) iff for every r-round MTL game over
the words ρ1, ρ2 starting from the configuration (i1, j1), the Duplicator always has
a winning strategy.
– Formula equivalence: (ρ1, i1) ≡MTLr,Iν (ρ2, j1) iff for every MTL formula φ of
modal depth ≤ r, ρ1, i1 |= φ ⇐⇒ ρ2, j1 |= φ
Theorem 5. (ρ1, i1) ≈r,Iν (ρ2, j1) iff (ρ1, i1) ≡MTLr,Iν (ρ2, j1) [9].
D Proof of Theorem 4
We prove the result for theorem 4 in this section using structural induction on the num-
ber r of rounds. We first observe that in the base case r = 0, the theorem holds: If
(ρ1, i1) ≈0,k,Iν (ρ2, j1), Duplicator wins the zero round game. This is possible iff
isop(i1, j1). It is then clear that both words satisfy the same formulae of depth 0. The
converse is similar.
Assume the theorem holds for r = n rounds. We will prove the theorem for n + 1
rounds.
1. Assume (ρ1, i1) ≈n+1,k,Iν (ρ2, j1). Let us consider ϕ = ψ UI,#δ≥wφ. Assume
further that ρ1, i1 |= ϕ. We need to prove that ρ2, j1 |= ϕ.
(a) Let us first consider the case when Spoiler initiates a ♦I move on ρ1. Let i′1
be the point chosen. Duplicator has to mimic the move by choosing a point
j′1. If Spoiler ends the round at this point, then by assumption, we know that
Duplicator wins from (i2, j2) = (i′1, j′1) in an n round game. By induction
hypothesis, we know that i2 and j2 satisfy the same set of formulae with depth
≤ n. Thus ρ2, j2 |= φ.
(b) Now consider the case that Spoiler plays a full until round from (i1, j1). Then
he chooses a point j′′1 (j1 < j′′1 < j′1) in Duplicator’s word. By assumption,
duplicator will be able to choose a point i′′1 (i1 < i′′1 < i′1) such that he wins the
game from (i2, j2) = (i′′1 , j′′1 ) in the next n rounds. By induction hypothesis, all
points between i1, i′1 as well as between j1, j′1 satisfy the same set of formulae
of depth ≤ n. We know that the depth of ψ is ≤ n, and all points between i1
and i′1 satisfy ψ. Thus all the points strictly between j1 and j′1 satisfy ψ. Hence,
ρ2, j2 |= ψ.
(c) The third choice of the Spoiler is to invoke the UT move. Spoiler keeps w < k
pebbles between i1 and i′1. Let I1 be the set of pebbled points in Spoiler’s
word. In response, Duplicator also keeps w pebbles in his word between j1
and j′1. Let I2 be the set of pebbled positions in Duplicator’s word. For any
choice of a pebbled point j2 ∈ I2, Duplicator picks some point i2 ∈ I1. By
assumption, Duplicator wins an n round game from this configuration. Hence,
all the pebbled positions in both words satisfy the same set of formulae of depth
≤ n, and in particular δ. Hence, ρ2, j2 |= δ.
Thus, by semantics, points (a), (b) and (c) above give us ρ2, j1 |= ψ U{I,#δ≥w}φ.
2. We now consider the case when the outer most connective is a C modality. Let
ϕ = C≥w〈l,u〉δ. Assume that ρ1, i1 |= ϕ. We need to prove that ρ2, j1 |= ϕ. Spoiler
selects w ≤ k points with timestamps in 〈ti1+l, ti1+u〉 that satisfies δ and keep his
pebbles. Let I1 be the set of points pebbled by Spoiler. In response, the Duplicator
chooses w points with timestamps 〈tj1 + l, tj1 + u〉. Let I2 be the set of points
pebbled by Duplicator. Spoiler chooses a point from I2; the duplicator responds
with a point in I1. By assumption, for any point e2 ∈ I2 chosen by Spoiler, the
Duplicator can pick a point in e1 ∈ I1 such that from (e1, e2), Duplicator wins
in the next n rounds. By induction hypothesis, ∀e2 ∈ I2, ∃e1 ∈ I1, (ρ1, e1) ≡n,k
(ρ2, e2). Note that all the points in I1 satisfy δ. Since δ has depth n, all the points
in I2 also satisfy δ. Thus ρ2, j1 also satisfies C≥w〈l,u〉δ. Hence, ρ2, j1 |= ϕ.
We will now prove the contrapositive. If (ρ1, i1) 6≈0,k,Iν (ρ2, j1), then¬isop(i1, j1).
Then clearly, there is a depth 0 formula that distinguishes ρ1, ρ2. Let us assume the
result for r = n and let (ρ1, i1) 6≈n+1,k,Iν (ρ2, j1). We construct a formula of depth
n+1 that separates ρ1, i1 and ρ2, j1. Given ρ1, ρ2 of finite length say n,m respectively,
the choice of intervals Iν = {〈i, j〉 | 0 ≤ i ≤ max(n,m), 0 ≤ j ≤ max(n,m) or
j =∞ and i ≤ j}.
1. Assume without loss of generality that Spoiler chooses ρ1, i1 to start with and plays
a ♦I by choosing i′1 > i1. Duplicator chooses a point j′1 > j1 in ρ2. If Spoiler wins
from (i′1, j′1) = (i2, j2), then by induction hypothesis, there is an n depth formula
which evaluates to true at ρ1, i′1 but not at ρ2, j′1. Let Qx be the conjunction of
all depth n formulae that evaluate to true at ρ1, x. For a given n, k and permitted
intervals Iν , this conjunction is bounded and finite : Thus, if Spoiler wins after the
♦I round, the formula ♦I(Qj′1) of depth n+ 1 distinguishes the words.
2. Suppose that Spoiler has to play an UI round to win the n + 1 round game. Then
Spoiler picks a point j′′1 between j1 and j′1 in ρ2. For any point i′′1 between i1 and
i′1 picked by the Duplicator, the n round game is won by Spoiler. Thus, there exists
a point j1 < x < j′1 and some formula of depth n which distinguishes x from all
the points between i1 and i′1. Consider the formula P =
∨
y∈{i1,...i′1}
Qy . The size of
P is bounded since the size of each Qy is bounded, and the number of disjuncts is
finite. Hence, there is a point j′′1 (j1 < j′′1 < j′1) such that ρ2, j′′1 2 P . Thus the
formula distinguishing ρ1, ρ2 is P UIQi′1 .
3. Suppose that Spoiler has to play the UT round to win the game. Assume Spoiler
chose the word ρ1 and places his w ≤ k pebbles at a set of points I1 between i1 and
i′1. In response, Duplicator keeps his w ≤ k pebbles at a set of points I2 between
j1 and j′1. Spoiler picks a point j′′1 ∈ I2, to which Duplicator replies by picking
i′′1 ∈ I1. Since Spoiler wins by assumption, there is a formula of depth ≤ n that
distinguishes j′′1 from all the points in I1. Now consider the formula PI1 =
∨
i∈I1
Qi,
where Qi be the conjunction of all depth n formulae that evaluate to true at ρ1, i.
For a given n, k and permitted intervals Iν , there are a bounded number of n depth
formulae; hence the number of different formulae PI1 is bounded. Since Spoiler
wins the game in the next n rounds, PI1 is true for at least w number of times be-
tween i1 and i′1 since it evaluates to true at all points between i1 and i′1. However,
the number of timesPI1 evaluates to true between j1 and j′1 is< w, since it does not
evaluate to true at j′′1 . Hence, ρ2, j1 2 P UI,#PI1≥wQi′1 where P =
∨
y∈{i1,...i′1}
Qy
is as defined above.
Similarly, if Spoiler had pebbled the points I2 between j1 and j′1 in the count-
ing part, then Duplicator pebbles the set I1 of points between i1 and i′1. Then
PI2 =
∨
i∈I2
Qi evaluates to true atleast w times between j1 and j′1, but there is some
point i′′1 ∈ I1 chosen by Spoiler where PI2 is false. Then the number of times PI2
evaluates to true is < w between i1 and i′1. In this case, ρ2, j1 2 P UI,#PI2<wQi′1 .
4. Suppose now that Spoiler has to play a C move to win the game. Assume without
loss of generality that Spoiler chooses to play from ρ1. Let Qx be the conjunction
of all the n depth formulae having k as the maximum counting constant in the
C,UT modalities that evaluate to true at a point x. Given that n, k and the possible
intervals Iν are finite, the number of formulae Qx is bounded. Let us consider
the case that Spoiler’s first move is a C≥k〈l,u〉 move. Spoiler pebbles the set I1 of k
points in 〈ti1 + l, ti1 + u〉. In response, Duplicator pebbles the set I2 of k points
in 〈tj1 + l, tj1 + u〉. Spoiler picks a point e2 ∈ I2, and Duplicator replies by
choosing e1 ∈ I1. By assumption, Duplicator loses an n round game from (e1, e2).
Hence, by induction, there is a formula ϕ of depth n which will evaluate to false
at e2. Consider the formula Q =
∨
x∈I1
Qx. Q is a formula of depth n having k as
the maximum counting constant in its counting modalities since each Qx is one
such. Clearly, Q evaluates to true at all k points of I1; however, the number of
points where Q evaluates to true is < k in I2. Hence, ρ1, i1 |= C≥k〈l,u〉Q, while
ρ2, j1 |= C
<k
〈l,u〉Q. The formula C
≥k
〈l,u〉Q has depth n+ 1 with max constant k in its
counting modalities and distinguishes the two words.
Hence, we can show that formula equivalence holds iff Duplicator wins in the associ-
ated game.
E Details of Situation 2 in Proposition 1
Situation 2: Starting from (i1, j1) with time stamps (0,0), if the Spoiler chooses a
U(0,1)#a∼c move and lands up at some point between x1 and y1, Duplicator will play
copy-cat and achieve an identical configuration. Consider the case when Spoiler lands
up at y16. In response, Duplicator moves to y′1. From configuration (i2, j2) with time
stamps (y1, y′1), consider the case when Spoiler initiates a U(1,2)#a∼c and moves to
z2 = 1.8 + ǫ < 2. In response, Duplicator moves to the point z′2 = 2.1 > 2. A pebble
is kept at the inbetween positions x2, x′2 respectively. If Spoiler chooses to pick the
pebble in Duplicator’s word, then we obtain the configuration (i3, j3) with time
6 The argument when Spoiler lands up at x1 or a point in between x1, y1 is exactly the same
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Fig. 4. Words showing CMTL− TMTL 6= ∅
stamps (x2, x′2). If Spoiler does not get into the counting part/until part, the
configuration obtained has time stamps (z2, z′2), with the lag of one segment
(seg(i3) = 1, seg(j3) = 2).
– Assume we have the configuration (i3, j3) with time stamps (x2, x′2). We know
that yj − x2, y′j − x′2, z′j − x′2, zj − x2 ∈ (j − 1, j) and
x′j − x
′
2, xj − x2 ∈ (j − 2, j − 1) for j ≥ 3, and
y′2 − x
′
2, y2 − x2, z2 − x2, z
′
2 − x
′
2 ∈ (0, 1). Thus, from (x2, x′2), the possible
configuration obtained is (i′3, j′3) = (kj , k′j) with k ∈ {x, y, z} and j ≥ 3 or
(z2, z
′
2) or (y2, y
′
2). In the case of (z2, z′2), there are no inbetween positions for
pebbling. In all the other cases, as long as Spoiler does not keep a pebble on z2,
we will either obtain (i4, j4) = (kj , k′j) with k ∈ {x, y, z} and j ≥ 3 or (y2, y′2).
If Spoiler keeps just one pebble, and that too on z2, then Duplicator will keep his
only pebble at z′2 obtaining (i4, j4) = (z2, z′2). In all the cases other than obtaining
(i4, j4) with time stamps (z2, z′2), there is no segment lag. In fact, all these cases
give an identical configuration with same time stamps, from where Duplicator can
easily win. Lets hence look at the case of (z2, z′2).
– Consider the configuration (i3, j3) with time stamps (z2, z′2). In this case, there is
a lag of one segment.
(a) If Spoiler chooses to move from z′2 to x′3, then Duplicator can move to x3
from z2, since x3 − z2, x′3 − z′2 ∈ (1, 2) and obtain a configuration (i′3, j′3)
with same time stamps (x3, x′3). If Spoiler does not pebble the points in
between, we obtain an identical configuration with time stamps (x3, x′3), from
where it is easy to see that Duplicator wins. If Spoiler pebbles points between
z2 and x3, the interesting situation is when he pebbles only e; in this case,
Duplicator’s best choice is to pebble the point (say e′) right after z′2 since
e′ − e = κ. The configuration with time stamps (e, e′) is as good as an
identical configuration.
(b) Lets see the case when Spoiler moves to z′3 or y′3 from z′2. Then Duplicator’s
best choice is to move to x3 from z2, since he cannot move to z3, y3(
z′3 − z
′
2 ∈ (1, 2), y
′
3 − z
′
2 ∈ (1, 2), but z3 − z2, y3 − z2 ∈ (2, 3)). This gives
the configuration (i′3, j′3) with time stamps (x3, y′3) or (x3, z′3), with no lag in
the segments of ρ1, ρ2. If Spoiler pebbles the positions inbetween z′2 and y′3
(or z′3), then Duplicator places his pebbles among the bunch of points between
e and y2. The resultant configuration is (i4, j4) with the following interesting
possibilties:
(c) e < ti4 < y2 and z′3 < tj4 < y′3. From (i4, j4), if Spoiler moves to any
point kj (or k′j+1) for k ∈ {x, y, z} and j ≥ 3, Duplicator can move into
k′j+1 (or kj) since for any interval I , kj − ti4 ∈ I iff k′j+1 − tj4 ∈ I . This
results in future configurations of the kind having time stamps (kj , k′j+1)
for j ≥ 3, k ∈ {x, y, z}, and a segment lag of 1.
(d) e < ti4 < y2 and tj4 = x′3. From (i4, j4), the reachable configurations
(i′4, j
′
4) are those where e < ti′4 < y2, tj′4 = z
′
3, when both players move
to the next point (i′4 = i4 + 1, j′4 = j4 + 1) or e < ti′4 < y2,
z′3 < tj′4 < y
′
3 (case above) or with time stamps (y2, y′3), or (kj , k′j+1) for
j ≥ 3, k ∈ {x, y, z}. All these result in future configurations of the kind
having time stamps (kj , k′j+1) for j ≥ 3, k ∈ {x, y, z}, and a segment lag
of 1.
(e) e < ti4 < y2 and z′2 < tj4 < x′3. This is like an identical configuration,
and from here, Duplicator can stay in the same segment as Spoiler in all
future moves, obtaining almost identical configurations.
F Proof of Lemma 2
MTL ⊆ C(0,1)MTL
The containment of MTL in C(0,1)MTL is clear since C(0,1)MTL has all the modalities
of MTL. We show strict containment by considering the formula
ϕ = C=2(0,1)a ∈ C
(0,1)MTL. We show that for any choice n of rounds, we can find two
timed words ρ1, ρ2 such that ρ1 |= ϕ, ρ2 2 ϕ, but ρ1 ≡MTLn ρ2.
Consider the timed words ρ1 = (a, 0)(a, 0.5)(a, 0.6)W and ρ2 = (a, 0)(a, 0.5)W
where W is (a, 1.1)(a, 1.1 + δ)(a, 1.1 + 2δ) . . . (a, 1.1 + nδ), where δ << 1
n
is some
small constant such that 1.1 + nδ < 1.2. Clearly, ρ1 |= ϕ and ρ2 2 ϕ. Since the words
are identical from time 1.1 onwards, the interesting parts of the game are in the
interval (0,1).
Proposition 2. In any round p of the MTL game, Duplicator can always ensure an
identical configuration (ip, jp) (ip = jp) or ensure that |ip − jp| ≤ 1. If ip − jp = 1
and ip ≥ 3, then for all q > p, Duplicator can ensure that 0 ≤ iq − jq ≤ 1. Further,
the number of positions to the right of any word during the pth round will be either
same, or n+ 3− p and n+ 2− p respectively for ρ1, ρ2.
Proof. The starting configuration is (i1, j1), the starting positions of the two words.
Assume Spoiler chooses the word ρ1, while Duplicator chooses ρ2. Choosing the
interval I = (0, 1), Spoiler invokes a UI move and chooses one of the a’s in (0, 1). In
response, Duplicator chooses the only a at 0.5 in (0, 1) in ρ2. The possible
configurations are those with time stamps (0.5,0.5) or (0.6, 0.5). The configuration
with time stamps (0.6, 0.5) is such that i2 − j2 = 3− 2 = 1, both words have exactly
the same symbols in the future, at the same time points. Thus, Duplicator can achieve
a configuration with identical time stamps, preserving the lag of one position.
Let us now look at the configuration (i2, j2) with time stamps (0.5, 0.5). Assume
Spoiler continues to play in ρ1, and chooses the a at 0.6 by a U(0,1) move. In this case,
Duplicator will choose the a at 1.1, obtaining the configuration with time stamps
(0.6,1.1). The configuration (i3, j3) with time stamps (0.6,1.1) is such that i3 = j3.
Note that from (0.6,1.1), Duplicator can always ensure an identical configuration
ip = jp, p ≥ 3 (Duplicator always moves the same number of positions as the Spoiler)
or ensure a lag of one position (in this case, Spoiler moves ahead by more than one
position and Duplicator also chooses the position with the same time stamp). Since the
number of positions in ρ1 is n+ 3 and that in ρ1 is n+ 2, the number of positions to
the right of any word during the pth round will be either same, or n+ 3− p and
n+ 2− p respectively.
If Spoiler starts playing from ρ2, and chooses the a at 0.5 using a U(0,1) move, then
Duplicator also chooses the a at 0.5 in ρ1. If Spoiler swaps the words at the end of this
move, then Duplicator can achieve identical configurations for the rest of the game;
otherwise, he can ensure a lag of atmost one position as seen above.
C(0,1)MTL ⊆ C0MTL
The containment of C(0,1)MTL in C0MTL follows from the fact that
C(0,1)MTL ⊆ C0MTL. To show the strict containment, consider the formula
ϕ = C≥2(0,2)a ∈ C
0MTL. We show that for any choice of n rounds and k pebbles, we
can find two words ρ1, ρ2 such that ρ1 |= ϕ, ρ2 2 ϕ, but ρ1 ≡C
(0,1)MTL
n,k ρ2.
Consider the words ρ1 = (a, 0)(a, 1.8)(a, 1.9)W and ρ2 = (a, 0)(a, 1.9)W where W
is (a, 2.1)(a, 2.1 + δ) . . . , (a, 2.1 + nkδ) where δ << 12nk such that 2.1+nkδ < 2.2.
Clearly, ρ1 |= ϕ while ρ2 2 ϕ.
Proposition 3. In any round p of the C(0,1)MTL game, Duplicator can always ensure
an identical configuration (ip, jp) or ensure that 0 ≤ ip − jp ≤ 1. If ip − jp = 1 and
jp ≥ 2, then for all q > p, Duplicator can ensure that 0 ≤ iq − jq ≤ 1. Further, the
number of positions to the right of any word during the pth round will be either same,
or nk + 4− p and nk + 3− p respectively.
Proof. The initial configuration is (i1, j1) with time stamps (0,0). Assume Spoiler
picks ρ2 while Duplicator chooses ρ1. The first move cannot be a counting move,
since there are no points in (0,1) in both the words. Spoiler invokes an U(1,2) move
and comes to 1.9 in ρ2, while duplicator comes to 1.8 in ρ1 (note that if Spoiler comes
to a point >1.9, Duplicator comes to the point with the same time stamp). There are no
inbetween points to be chosen in an until part, so the configuration is (i2, j2) with time
stamps (1.8, 1.9). This configuration is such that i2 = j2, and the number of positions
on the right are respectively nk + 2 and nk + 1. Lets consider the 2cnd round starting
with (i2, j2) having time stamps (1.8, 1.9). Assume Spoiler chose ρ1 and a point i′2
with ti′2 > 1.8. In response, Duplicator will choose a point j
′
2 with tj′2 > 1.9. If ti′2 is
1.9, then tj′2 is 2.1 with i
′
2 = j
′
2. If ti′2 > 1.9, then tj′2 > 2.1 and Duplicator can ensure
ti′2 = tj′2 . When Spoiler pebbles positions between i2 and i
′
2, Duplicator can pebble in
such a way that either i3 = j3, or ti3 = tj3 , and i3 − j3 = 1. When ti3 = tj3 , the
number of points to the right is the same in both the words. In the case ti′2 =1.9, and
tj′2= 2.1, we obtain i3 = j3 with nk + 1 and nk positions respectively on the right in
ρ1, ρ2.
Assume that at the start of the pth round, we have the configuration (ip, jp) with
ip = jp, and having respectively nk + 4− p and nk + 3− p positions to the right in
ρ1, ρ2. Assume further that Spoiler chooses i′p > ip, and Duplicator chooses j′p > jp
as part of the pth round’s play. If i′p > ip + 1, then Duplicator chooses j′p such that
ti′p = tj′p , from where the number of positions on the right is the same in both words.
Even if Spoiler decides to play a full until round by choosing a point j′′p in between jp
and j′p, Duplicator can always choose i′′p having the same time stamp as i′′p . If
i′p = ip + 1, then Duplicator has to choose j′p = jp + 1, and in this case, the lag of one
position continues to the next configuration with ip+1 = i′p and jp+1 = j′p. We then
have respectively nk + 3− p and nk + 4− p positions to the right in ρ1, ρ2. In the
case ip − jp = 1, we have tip = tjp . In this case, Duplicator can always ensure
ip+1 − jp+1 = 1, and the number of positions to the right are same in both the words.
G Proof of Lemma 4
Consider the formula ϕ = ♦(0,1)#a≥3b ∈ TMTL. We show that for any choice of n
rounds and k pebbles, we can find two words ρ1, ρ2 such that ρ2 |= ϕ, ρ1 2 ϕ, but
ρ1 ≡
CMTL
n,k ρ2.
Let l ∈ N be the maximum constant used by Spoiler in the set Iν of permissible
intervals. Let K = nlk + nl, ǫ < 1(10)10nk and κ = nkǫ. Let 0.1 >> nkδ and δ > κ.
Design of Words
1. Consider the word ρ1 of length K + 1. Each unit interval (i, i+ 1) in ρ1,
0 ≤ i ≤ K is composed of 3 blocks Ai, Bi, Ci, one after the other.
– Block Ai has the points
xi1 = i+ 0.1 + ǫ+ iδ, yi1 = i+ 0.1 + κ+ iδ, zi1 = i+ 0.2 + iδ
– Block Bi has the points
xi2 = i+ 0.3 + ǫ+ iδ, yi2 = i+ 0.3 + κ+ iδ, zi2 = i+ 0.4 + iδ, and
– Block Ci has the points
xi3 = i+ 0.5 + ǫ+ iδ, yi3 = i+ 0.5 + κ+ iδ, zi3 = 0.9 + iδ.
– Moreover, there are p >> 2nlk points in between xij and yij for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3.
σzij = a for all i, j, the points xij , yij as well as all points between them are
marked b.
– It can be seen that the blocks Ai, Bi, Ci shift to the right by δ, as i increases
from 0 to K .
2. The word ρ2 has also length K + 1. Each unit interval (i, i+ 1) (except the last
one) in ρ2 is composed of 4 blocks A′i, B′i, C′i, D′i one after the other.
– Block A′i has the points
x′i1 = i+ 0.1 + ǫ+ iδ, y
′
i1 = i+ 0.1 + κ+ iδ, z
′
i1 = i+ 0.2 + iδ,
– Block B′i has the points
x′i2 = i+ 0.3 + ǫ+ iδ, y
′
i2 = i+ 0.3 + κ+ iδ, z
′
i2 = i+ 0.4 + iδ
– Block C′i has the points x′i3 = i+ 0.5 + ǫ+ iδ,
y′i3 = i+ 0.5 + κ+ iδ, z
′
i3 = 0.9 + iδ,
– Block D′i has the points x′i4 = i+ 0.99 + ǫ+ iδ, y′i4 = i+ 0.99 + κ+ iδ.
– Moreover, there are p >> 2nlk points in between xij and yij for 1 ≤ j ≤ 4.
σz′ij = a for all i, j, and the points xij , yij as well as all points between them
are marked b.
– It can be seen that the blocks A′i, B′i, C′i and D′i shift to the right by δ, as i
increases from 0 to K .
– The last unit interval (K − 1,K) has only 3 blocks of b’s starting respectively
at x′K−1 1, x
′
K−1 2 and x′K−1 3 and ending at y′K−1 1, y′K−1 2 and y′K−1 3.
The 3 a’s occur at zK−1 1, zK−1 2 and zK−1 3.
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Fig. 5. The red square represents a, the bunch of blue lines represents a bunch of b’s. There
are 3 a’s in each unit interval of both ρ1 and ρ2. The difference is that ρ1 has 3 blocks of b’s
in each unit interval, while ρ2 has 4 blocks of b’s in each unit interval except the last. Clearly,
ρ2 |= ϕ, ρ1 2 ϕ. The time stamp of the three a’s are zi1, zi2 and zi3 respectively in the ith unit
interval of ρ1. Likewise, the jth bunch of b’s in the ith unit interval begins with time stamp xij
and ends with time stamp yij . In ρ2 we have z′ij , x′ij and y′ij .
Clearly, ρ1, ρ2 have three occurrences of a in each unit interval; however while ρ1 has
3 blocks of b’s in each unit interval with an a after each b block, ρ2 has 4 blocks of b’s
in each unit interval, with the 3 a’s in between the b blocks. Thus, ρ2 |= ϕ while
ρ1 2 ϕ.
Topological Similarity of ρ1, ρ2: Note that for any i, the catenation of the blocks D′i
and A′i+1 is topologically similar to the block Ai+1: (i) both have a sufficiently long
sequence of b’s followed by an a; D′iA′i+1 has 2p+ 2 b’s followed by an a, while Ai+1
has p+ 2 b’s followed by an a. Since p >> 2nlk, and the number of rounds is n, a
bunch of 2p+ 2 b’s is as good as a bunch of p+ 2 b’s. (ii) Map A′1, B′1 and C′1
respectively to A1, B1 and C1; map D′iA′i+1 to Ai+1, B′i+1 to Bi+1 and C′i+1 to Ci+1
for i ≥ 1.
Segmented View of ρ1, ρ2: We will refer to the unit interval (i, i+ 1) for i ≥ 0 in either
word as the (i+ 1)th segment. Thus, both the words have K segments numbered
1, . . . ,K . For a position ip ∈ dom(ρ1) ∪ dom(ρ2), seg(ip) represents the segment
containing tip . For instance, if tip = 5.3, then the position ip is contained in segment 6,
or seg(ip) = 6.
Copy-cat strategy: Consider the pth round of the game with initial configuration
(ip, jp). If Duplicator can ensure that seg(ip+1)−seg(ip)=seg(jp+1)−seg(jp), then
we say that Duplicator has adopted a copy-cat strategy in the pth round.
We will now play a (n, k)-CMTL game and show that Duplicator wins. It is easy to
see that Duplicator can respond to any of the UI moves of Spoiler by the choice of the
words.
Proposition 4. For an n round CMTL game over the words ρ1, ρ2, the Duplicator
always has a winning strategy such that for any 1 ≤ p ≤ n, if (ip, jp) is the initial
configuration of the pth round, then |seg(ip)− seg(jp)| ≤ 1. Moreover, when
|seg(ip)− seg(jp)| = 1, then there are atleast (n− p)(l + 1) segments to the right on
each word after p rounds, for all 1 ≤ p ≤ n.
Proof. Assume that Spoiler initiates a C≥kI move on ρ2. Then Spoiler places k pebbles
on k positions of ρ2 in the interval I and in response, Duplicator pebbles k positions in
the same interval I of ρ1.
1. If Spoiler does not keep any pebble on the last b block in any of the unit intervals
spanning I , then Duplicator puts his pebbles exactly at the same positions as
Spoiler, and obtains an identical configuration.
2. Choice of Pebbling: Assume that we have an identical configuration (ip, jp). Let
us look at Spoiler’s placement of pebbles on some unit interval say (g, g + 1).
Assume that Spoiler keeps some (say l) pebbles on the last b block (say D′g), and l′
pebbles on the remaining 3 blocks A′g, B′g and C′g of the unit interval (g, g + 1). In
response, Duplicator places l′ of his pebbles at identical positions on Ag, Bg and
Cg , and places l pebbles on Ag . Duplicator will place these l pebbles in the first
half of Ag . Note that since the number of positions in each block is 2nk >> l, this
is possible. This way, Duplicator keeps his k pebbles on the same unit intervals as
Spoiler. If Spoiler picks a pebble in Duplicator’s word from any B or C block,
then Duplicator will pick the same pebble from Spoiler’s word. If Spoiler picks a
pebble from Ag , then there are two possibilities: (i) either this pebble corresponds
to a pebble kept by Spoiler on A′g , or (ii) this is one of the l′ pebbles kept by
Duplicator on A′g in response to Spoiler’s l′ pebbles on D′g. In case of (i),
Duplicator simply picks the corresponding pebble from A′g , obtaining an identical
configuration, while in case (ii), Duplicator picks the corresponding pebble from
D′g . This gives a configuration (ip+1, jp+1) with ip+1 being a position in Ag , and
jp+1 in D′g. So far, there is no lag in the segments,
seg(ip+1) = g + 1 = seg(jp+1).
3. Consider any UI move or C≥kI move that Spoiler launches on either of the words
from (ip+1, jp+1). Recall that seg(ip+1) = g + 1 = seg(jp+1), ip+1 ∈ Ag ,
jp+1 ∈ D′g .
(a) If Spoiler moves to some point in A′h (in segment h+ 1), then Duplicator will
move to some point in Ah−1 (in segment h). This is possible since for any
interval I , y′h1 − x′g4 ∈ I iff yh−1 1 − xg1 ∈ I .
(b) If Spoiler moves to some point in B′h (in segment h+ 1), then Duplicator will
move to some point in Bh−1 (in segment h). This is possible since for any
interval I , y′h2 − x′g4 ∈ I iff yh−1 2 − xg1 ∈ I .
(c) If Spoiler moves to some point in C′h (in segment h+ 1), then Duplicator will
move to some point in Ch−1 (in segment h). This is possible since for any
interval I , y′h3 − x′g4 ∈ I iff yh−1 3 − xg1 ∈ I .
(d) If Spoiler moves to some point in D′h (in segment h+ 1), then Duplicator will
move to some point in Ah (in segment h+ 1). This is possible since for any
interval I , y′h4 − x′g4 ∈ I iff yh1 − xg1 ∈ I .
Cases (a)-(c) creates a lag of one segment between the two words, while (d) is
similar to (ip+1, jp+1). From (d), we can achieve any one of cases (a)-(d) listed
above. Let us hence look at cases (a)-(c), to understand the potential future
configurations.
In cases (a)-(c), when Spoiler pebbles k positions between segments g + 1 and
h+ 1 in ρ2, Duplicator pebbles k positions between segments g + 1 and h in ρ1.
The choice of pebbling is as described in item 2 above:
(i) whenever Spoiler pebbles positions in block D′s of segment
g + 1 ≤ s+ 1 < h+ 1 Duplicator pebbles positions in the first half of block
As. If Spoiler picks one of these pebbles from As, then Duplicator chooses
the corresponding pebble from D′s, thereby obtaining a configuration (iq, jq)
with seg(iq) = seg(jq) = s+ 1, with iq ∈ As, jq ∈ D′s. This configuration is
exactly same as the one described in 3(d) above.
(ii) whenever Spoiler places pebbles on A′s, B′s and C′s, Duplicator places his
pebbles on As, Bs and Cs respectively, for s < h+ 1. If Spoiler picks one of
these pebbles from As, Bs or Cs, then Duplicator chooses the corresponding
pebble respectively from A′s, B′s or C′s, obtaining a configuration (iq, jq) with
iq ∈ Xs iff jq ∈ X ′s for s < h+ 1 and X ∈ {A,B,C}.
seg(iq) = seg(jq) = s+ 1. In fact, this is an identical configuration.
(iii) whenever Spoiler keeps his pebbles on A′h+1, B′h+1 and C′h+1, Duplicator
keeps his pebbles on Ah, Bh and Ch respectively. If Spoiler picks one of these
pebbles from Ah, Bh or Ch then Duplicator chooses the corresponding pebble
respectively from A′h+1, B′h+1 or C′h+1, obtaining a configuration (iq, jq)
with seg(iq) = h+ 1, seg(jq) = h+ 2 with iq ∈ Xh and jq ∈ X ′h+1 for
X ∈ {A,B,C}. There is a lag of one segment here.
Cases (i) and (ii) have been explored before. Let us now explore case (iii), which
gives the configuration (iq, jq) with iq ∈ Xh, jq ∈ X ′h+1, X ∈ {A,B,C}.
(a) Let iq ∈ Ah, jq ∈ A′h+1. Clearly, if Spoiler moves to A′d, B′d or C′d, for
d ≥ h+ 1, Duplicator moves respectively to Ad−1, Bd−1 or Cd−1. Pebbling
and picking a pebble here will give rise to a configuration as seen in (i), (ii) or
(iii) above. The interesting case is when Spoiler moves from jq to a point in
some D′d. Since there are no D blocks in ρ1, Duplicator moves to a point in
Cd−1. Note that this is possible since yd−1 3 − xh−1 1 ∈ I iff y′d4 − x′h1 ∈ I .
Further, after pebbling, when Spoiler picks a pebble, Duplicator can either
ensure an identical configuration, or a configuration as in 3(d).
(b) Let iq ∈ Bh, jq ∈ B′h+1. Clearly, if Spoiler moves to A′d, B′d or C′d,
Duplicator moves respectively to Ad−1, Bd−1 or Cd−1. Pebbling and picking
a pebble here will give rise to a configuration as seen in (i), (ii) or (iii) above.
The interesting case is when Spoiler moves from jq to a point in some D′d.
Since there are no D blocks in ρ1, Duplicator moves to a point in Ad. Note
that this is possible since yd1 − xh−12 ∈ I iff y′d4 − x′h2 ∈ I . Further, after
pebbling, when Spoiler picks a pebble, Duplicator can either ensure an
identical configuration, or a configuration as in 3(d). The case when
iq ∈ Ch, jq ∈ C′h+1 is similar to the above : Duplicator can either preserve
the lag or move to Ad whenever Spoiler moves to D′d. This is possible since
yd1 − xh−13 ∈ I iff y′d4 − x′h3 ∈ I .
Thus, the possible configurations are (i) identical configurations (ip, jp) with ip ∈ Xh
iff jp ∈ X ′h with X ∈ {A,B,C}, and no segment lag, or (ii) configurations with no
segment lag of the form (ip, jp) with ip ∈ Ah, jp ∈ D′h, or (iii) configurations with lag
of one segment of the form (ip, jp) with ip ∈ Xh, jp ∈ X ′h+1 with X ∈ {A,B,C}. If
Spoiler always chooses bounded intervals (of length ≤ l), then Duplicator respects his
segment lag of 1, and the maximum number of segments that can be explored in either
word is atmost nl < K . In this case, there are atleast K − pl ≥ nlk + nl − pl ≥
(n− p)(l + 1) segments to the right of ρ1 and K − pl+ 1 segments to the right of ρ2
after p rounds.
If Spoiler chooses an unbounded interval of length > l in any round, then Duplicator
moves ahead only by l+ 1 segments. The pebbles Spoiler drops in his D′ blocks can
be accommodated by Duplicator in the A blocks of these l + 1 segments since, the
number of points in the A blocks are much more than 2nkl, and atmost k pebbles are
placed in a round. Having done this, Duplicator can either enforce an identical
configuration, or obtain the configuration (ip, jp) with ip ∈ Ah and jp ∈ D′h. Since we
have seen that Duplicator can always replicate Spoiler’s move from configurations of
this kind (ip, jp) ip ∈ Ah and jp ∈ D′h, for the remaining n− p rounds either we have
seg(iq) = seg(jq), q > p, or |seg(iq)− seg(jq)| = 1 for all q > p. Thus, whenever an
unbounded interval is used, the segments match, and Duplicator ensures that the
maximum segments covered after any p rounds is ≤ p(l + 1). This ensures that after n
rounds, we cover atmost n(l + 1) segments on either word. Thus, Duplicator can
always replicate moves of the Spoiler and there are K − p(l + 1) ≥ nlk + nl− pl− p
≥ n− p+ (nl − pl) = (n− p)(l + 1) segments to the right of each word after p
rounds for all p ≤ n.
H Oversampling : Relevant Lemmas
If ψ is over Σ ∪X , then the relativization of ψ with respect to Σ is denoted ONFΣ(ψ)
[3] and defined inductively as follows: If ψ = a ∈ Σ, then ONFΣ(ψ) = (a ∧
∨
Σ).
Likewise, if ψ = ϕ1 Uϕ2, then ONFΣ(ψ)=[(act→ ONFΣ(ϕ1))
U(act ∧ONFΣ(ϕ2))] where act =
∨
Σ. It can then be seen [6] that for
ζ1 = ONFΣ1(ψ1) and ζ2 = ONFΣ2(ψ2), with Σ1 = Σ ∪X1, Σ2 = Σ ∪X2 and
disjoint X1, X2, if ϕ1 = ∃ ↓ X1.ζ1 and ϕ2 = ∃ ↓ X2.ζ2, then
ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 = ∃ ↓ (X1 ∪X2).(ζ1 ∧ ζ2). The following lemmas are from [6].
Lemma 12. Consider formulae ϕ1, ϕ2 built from Σ. Let ψ1, ψ2 be formulae built
from Σ ∪X1 and Σ ∪X2 respectively. Let X = X1 ∪X2, Σi = Σ ∪Xi for i = 1, 2,
and X1 ∩X2 = ∅. Let ζ1 = ONFΣ1(ψ1) and ζ2 = ONFΣ2(ψ2). Then,
ϕ1 = ∃ ↓ X1.ζ1 and ϕ2 = ∃ ↓ X2.ζ2 implies ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 = ∃ ↓ X.(ζ1 ∧ ζ2).
Lemma 13. Let ϕ ∈ CMTL be built from Σ, and W be the set of witness variables
obtained while flattening ϕ. Then ϕ = ∃ ↓W.ONFΣ(ϕflat).
I Proof of Lemma 5
We want to express that the number of times b is true in the region [l,∞) of any timed
word ρ is ≥ n.
Let Hϕ1, ϕ2, ζ, n− 1I denote the formula ϕ1 U[ϕ2 ∧ (ϕ1 U[ϕ2 ∧ . . . (ϕ1 Uζ) . . . ])],
where the depth of the nested until is n− 1. The formula
ψ = ♦[l,∞)[b ∧ H¬b, b, b, n− 1I] in MTL captures this requirement. Clearly, ψ
evaluates to true on timed words where there is a point in [l,∞) where b is true, and
continues to be true for atleast n times.
J Proof of Lemma 6(2)
We construct the (Σ ∪W,X)-simple extension ρ′ from ρ exactly as we did in Lemma
6(1), using the same set of new propositions X = {b0, . . . , bn}. We use these
propositions as counters in the same way as in Lemma 6. Note that if the number of
occurrences of b in some segment of the timed word ρ′ is less than n then at least one
of the counters bi will be missing. A point h should be marked with witness a iff there
exist a point j > h with y ∈ σj , tj − th ∈ I , x ∈ σi for h < i < j, and the number of
times b has occurred in [th, tj ] is less than n. Checking the number of occurrences of b
to be < n amounts to checking that at least one of the propositions from X is missing
from [th, tj ]. The formula λ = w[a↔ [
n∨
k=1
(x ∧ ¬bk)] UIy] captures all positions
where this is true; all such psoitions are marked a. Thus the formula ζ = δ ∧ λ is the
required formula in MTL.
K Timed Propositional Temporal Logic (TPTL)
Syntax of TPTL: ϕ ::= a(∈ Σ) |true |ϕ∧ ϕ | ¬ϕ | ϕUϕ | Oϕ | y.ϕ | y ∈ I where y is
a clock variable. There is a finite set C of clock variables progressing at the same rate,
and I is an interval of the form < a, b > a, b ∈ N with <∈ {(, [} and >∈ {], )}. TPTL
is interpreted over words in TΣ∗. The truth of a formula is interpreted at a position
i ∈ N along the word. For a timed word ρ = (σ1, t1) . . . (σn, tn), we define the
satisfiability relation, ρ, i, ν |= φ saying that the formula φ is true at position i of the
timed word ρ with a valuation ν of all the clock variables at i. ν(x) is the valuation of
clock x. The notation ν[x← ti] represents replacing the valuation of x with ti.
ρ, i, ν |= a↔ a ∈ σi and ρ, i, ν |= ¬ϕ↔ ρ, i, ν 2 ϕ
ρ, i, ν |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ↔ ρ, i, ν |= ϕ1 and ρ, i, ν |= ϕ2
ρ, i, ν |= x.ϕ↔ ρ, i, ν[x← ti] |= ϕ and ρ, i, ν |= x ∈ I ↔ ti − ν(x) ∈ I
ρ, i, ν |= Oϕ↔ ρ, i+ 1, ν |= ϕ
ρ, i, ν |= ϕ1 Uϕ2 ↔ ∃j > i, ρ, j, ν |= ϕ2, and ρ, k, ν |= ϕ1 ∀ i < k < j
ρ satisfies φ denoted ρ |= φ iff ρ, 1, 0¯ |= φ. Here 0¯ is the valuation obtained by setting
all clock variables to 0. TPTLn denotes the class of TPTL formulae using ≤ n clocks.
For example, x.[a ∧ ♦(b ∧ x ∈ (0, 1) ∧ ♦(b ∧ x ∈ (0, 1)))] is a formula in TPTL1
which specifies that there are two b’s within distance (0,1) from a.
K.1 CTMTL ⊂ TPTL1
CTMTL ⊆ TPTL1: We show that we can encode both the C modality as well as UT
modality in TPTL1. Consider the C modality C≥nI ϕ. Recall that this formula holds
good at a point i in a timed word iff ϕ evaluates to true ≥ n times in the interval ti + I .
We capture this in TPTL1 as follows:
– Let Hϕ1, ϕ2, ζ, n− 1I denote the formula
ϕ1 U[ϕ2 ∧ (ϕ1 U[ϕ2 ∧ . . . (ϕ1 Uζ) . . . ])], where the depth of the nested until is
n− 1. The TPTL formula x.♦(x ∈ I ∧ (ϕ ∧ H¬ϕ, ϕ, ϕ ∧ x ∈ I, n− 1I))
evaluates to true at a position i in any timed word ρ iff there is a position j > i
such that tj ∈ ti + I , ρ, j, ν |= ϕ with ν ∈ I , and there exists a point k > j such
that ρ, k, ν |= ϕ with ν ∈ I , and there exist n− 2 points
j < i1 < i2 < · · · < in−2 < k where ϕ evaluates to true, and ¬ϕ is true in
(j, i1), (i1, i2), . . . , (in−2, k). It is clear that the clock valuation at all these n− 2
inbetween points satisfy ν ∈ I (since ν ∈ I at both j, k). Thus, we have obtained
n points in ti + I where ϕ is true. Clearly, this captures the semantics of C≥nI ϕ.
– The modality C<nI ϕ is obtained by negating C
≥n
I ϕ, while C=nI ϕ is written as a
conjunction of C≥nI ϕ and C≤nI ϕ.
Now we embed the UT modality ϕ1 UI,ηϕ2 in TPTL1. Using Lemma 11, we just have
to show that the counting modality ϕ1 UI,ηϕ2 where η is free of conjunctions can be
expressed in TPTL1. Let η = #ψ ≥ c. Then the formula
x.(Hϕ1 ∧ ¬ψ, ϕ1 ∧ ψ, ϕ1 ∧ ψ ∧ {ϕ1 U(ϕ2 ∧ x ∈ I)}, cI) is the formula in TPTL1 that
captures ϕ1 UI,ηϕ2 : clearly, this formula evaluates to true at a point i iff there is a
position j > i such that at j, ϕ2 ∧ x ∈ I evaluates to true (note that x was reset at i),
and all the way between i and j, ϕ1 evaluates to true. Further, we have a nested until of
depth c, which witnesses n points i < i1 < · · · < in < j, such that ϕ1 ∧ ψ evaluates
to true at each ij , and ¬ψ evaluates to true in (ij−1, ij). This process can be repeated
to handle threshold formulae of counting depth i > 1, by recursively replacing the
threshold formulae at each level of η by an appropriate TPTL1 formula. Finally, the
untimed threshold counting modality introduced in Lemma 11 can be replaced in
TPTL1 by a technique similar to that in [5].
To show the strict containment of CTMTL in TPTL1, we consider the formula
ϕ = x.♦[a ∧ x ∈ (0, 1) ∧[x ∈ (0, 1)→ ¬b]] ∈ TPTL1. The TPTL1 formula says
that there is an a in (0, 1), and the last symbol in (0,1) is not a b. This formula was
shown to be not expressible in MTL [8]. We show here that ϕ cannot be expressed
even with counting, that is in CTMTL. We show that for any choice of n rounds and k
pebbles, we can find two words ρ1, ρ2 such that ρ2 |= ϕ, ρ1 2 ϕ, but ρ1 ≡CTMTLn,k ρ2.
Let p ∈ N be such that pnk >> k and 0 < δ << 12pnk .
1. Consider the word ρ1 = ((ab)pnk(ab)pnk, τ) where the time stamps are as follows:
the first 2pnk symbols lie in the interval (0,1), with the first time stamp t1 = 0.9,
t2pnk = 0.9 + (2pnk − 1)δ, ti+1 − ti = δ for all 0 < i < 2pnk. The remaining
2pnk time stamps are such that t2pnk+1 = 1.1, t4pnk = 1.1 + (2pnk − 1)δ and
ti+1 − ti = δ for all 2pnk + 1 < i < 4pnk. By the choice of δ, we have
1.1 + (2pnk − 1)δ < 1.2, and 0.9 + (2pnk − 1)δ < 1.
2. The second word is ρ2 = ((ab)pnk−1a(ba)pnkb, τ ′), with time stamps t′i = ti + δ
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2pnk − 1 and t′2pnk = 1.1− δ > 1, t′i = ti for 2pnk + 1 ≤ i ≤ 4pnk.
3. In the case of ρ1, the last time stamp < 1 is t2pnk = 0.9 + (2pnk − 1)δ and the
letter at that position is σ2pnk = b. For ρ2,
t′2pnk−1 = t2pnk−1 + δ = t2pnk = 0.9 + (2pnk − 1)δ is the last time stamp < 1,
and the letter at this position is σ′2pnk−1 = a. Hence, ρ1 2 ϕ, ρ2 |= ϕ.
4. While the last b in (0,1) of ρ1 is at position 2pnk with time stamp
0.9+ (2pnk− 1)δ, the last b in (0,1) of ρ2 is at position 2pnk− 2 with time stamp
0.9 + (2pnk − 2)δ.
We now show that in a n, k-CTMTL game over ρ1, ρ2, Duplicator wins. The main
intuition here is that apart from the fact that there is a lag of one symbol across
intervals (0,1) and (1,2), there is no difference between ρ1 and ρ2.
From the initial configuration (i0, j0) with time stamps (0,0), Spoiler initiates an UI
move or a C move or a UT move.
1. If Spoiler initiates a U(1,2) move on ρ1 and comes to the position 2pnk + 1 with
time stamp 1.1 as part of the ♦(1,2) move, then Duplicator will come on ρ2 to the
position 2pnk+ 1 with the same time stamp σ2pnk+1 = a = σ′2pnk+1. So we have
i′0 = 2pnk + 1, j
′
0 = 2pnk + 1. The future is identical in both words from this
point. The interesting case is when Spoiler chooses to do the full until move or a C
move or a UT move at (i′0, j
′
0).
Consider the until move first. In this case, Spoiler chooses some position
1 < h ≤ 2pnk in ρ2. In this case, Duplicator will choose the same position in ρ1.
Even though the time stamps differ, all the points to the right in both ρ1, ρ2 lie in
(0,1) from th. Moreover, the number of points to the right are the same, with the
same symbols. Hence, Duplicator wins. Now let us consider a C move from
(i′0, j
′
0). The only relevant move is C(0,1), since all points to the right of (i′0, j′0) lie
in interval (0,1). The number of points to the right of (i′0, j′0) in both words are
much larger than k. The number of points between i0 and i′0 as well as j0 and j′0
are both much >> k; infact the number of a’s as well as b’s are much more than k.
Duplicator can place his pebbles at the same positions as Spoiler, and obtain an
identical configuration. The argument is exactly same for a UT move from (i′0, j′0).
Again, the only relevant move is U(0,1),η.
2. Let us now look at the more interesting case when Spoiler initiates a U(0,1) move
or a C(0,1) on ρ1 from (i0, j0) and chooses the last symbol in (0,1), the b at
position i′0 = 2pnk of ρ1 with time stamp 0.9 + (2pnk − 1)δ. In this case,
Duplicator will choose the last b in (0,1) at position j′0 = 2pnk − 2 of ρ2 with
time stamp 0.9 + (2pnk − 2)δ. In the case of U(0,1) move, Spoiler can decide to
end this move, in which case, the configuration will be (i1, j1) with time stamps
(0.9 + (2pnk− 1)δ, 0.9+ (2pnk− 2)δ). If Spoiler decides to go ahead with the U
move, and chooses a position 1 < h < 2pnk − 2 in Duplicator’s word, then
Duplicator will pick the same position 1 < h < 2pnk in Spoiler’s word. This
gives the identical configuration (i1, j1) = (h, h). All the points to the right of h
in ρ1, as well as all the points to the right of h in ρ2 lie in the interval (0,1), since
the time stamps are th = 0.9 + (h− 1)δ and t′h = 0.9 + hδ. Clearly, any move of
Spoiler can be mimicked by Duplicator obtaining an identical configuration. In
case of the C(0,1) move between i0 and i′0 and j0 and j′0, it can be seen that since
the number of a’s and b’s are >> k, Duplicator can place his pebbles at the same
positions as Spoiler and obtain an identical configuration.
3. Now consider the case of a UT move. Assume Spoiler initiates a UI,η move with
I = (0, 1) from (0,0), and plays on ρ1. As part of the ♦(0,1) move, If Spoiler
comes on the last position in (0,1) which is the b, Duplicator will come on to the
last b in (0,1). If the Spoiler continues with the counting move, then Spoiler keeps
k pebbles in the positions between 0 and 2pnk, while Duplicator keeps his k
pebbles between 0 and 2pnk − 2 at identical positions in his own word. It can be
seen as in the case of the C move that Duplicator can ensure an identical
configuration.
4. The argument when Spoiler plays on ρ2 is exactly the same.
